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LOCKPORT HIGH SCHOOL
Message from the Principal
Student course selection is a very important decision making process. Students and parents should understand
that the decisions made over the next several months will have important implications upon a student’s
future. The counselor brings extensive training and years of experience which can assist students and parents
in making sound course selections. Effective communication between parent, counselor, and student
contributes greatly to the success of the course selection process. We make every effort to accommodate
student needs during this process. We will be requiring students and parents to sign off on course selections.
If a change needs to be made to these selections, the counselor should be notified before June 30th as the
schedule is designed based on student requests.
To fully benefit from their four years at LHS, students should take as rigorous an academic program as
possible. While the minimum requirements are listed within this course book, we are strongly encouraging all
students to make the commitment to their education and future by enrolling in courses beyond the minimum
that includes college level and AP courses.
We believe that parents and students should set a goal of 85% on all Regents exams. Colleges and employers
are looking for the most qualified candidates. We are confident in our students’ ability to meet these
expectations. We are proud of their past accomplishments and have faith in their successful futures.
Sincerely,
Dawn Wylke
Principal
Lockport High School
FOREWORD
This booklet contains course descriptions for all courses offered in grades nine through twelve in the Lockport
Public Schools. The purpose of this booklet is to provide information that will assist pupils and parents in their
selection of various courses and programs.
The courses described herein can, and probably will, be changed from time to time. Some courses may be
added; others may be dropped. In addition, it is possible that some courses listed may not be offered due to
limited pupil enrollment.
You are encouraged to read this booklet. Questions that may arise concerning individual situations can be
answered by the guidance counselors. Pupils and parents should feel free to confer with the counselors
whenever the need arises.
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COURSE SELECTION
WHAT DO I NEED TO DO?
1. Students are required to pick full and half‐year courses to equal 6 credits, plus ½ Physical Education (seniors, at least 5
courses per semester plus Physical Education). It is strongly recommended that students enroll in 7 credits plus PE.
2. Selection should be based upon:
(1) Courses needed to fulfill graduation requirements
(2) Post high school plans (college, military, work)
Beginning in late February and running through early April, students will meet with their counselor to discuss course
selections. It is helpful if the student (and parents) review the course selection sheet prior to making selections, you can find
this on page 47 (49 for incoming 9th graders).

COURSE LOAD REQUIREMENTS
● Because of the compe ve world students will be entering, it is highly RECOMMENDED that all seniors take an
additional Math and Science course beyond the three‐unit requirement.
● All 9th and 10th grade students are required to take Career & Financial Management and be proficient on the keyboard
before graduation.
● Compe ve colleges review both the academic courses available at LHS (as listed on the high school proﬁle) as well
as the number of academic courses selected by the student. See page 8.

ADDS/DROPS:
Students need to understand that they will be held to the course selections which they make as of June 30. Hundreds
of hours are spent both building and adjusting the master schedule based upon the course requests from over 1400
students. When course changes are requested during the summer and at the start of the school year, the result has a
negative impact on class enrollments.
*The only schedule changes which will be made after June will be due to either a scheduling error or a “valid
educational reason” for requesting such a change. This request should be made to your student’s administrator.
* If a student brings a drop request forward after the first week of school, they will need to complete a 5‐week success
plan. A final decision on course enrollment will be made by the administrator. If a course is dropped at that point, the
course will remain on the transcript with a DP or DF for Drop Pass or Drop Fail depending on the grade at that time.

MAKING SPECIAL REQUESTS
● Students and parents may make ONE (1) special request for a speciﬁc teacher who they think has a teaching
style that best matches up with the student.
● The ﬁlling of special requests is dependent upon both seat availability in the requested class and the master
schedule’s ability to accommodate the request(s). Therefore, it is important to note that all special requests
will be entered and considered but not guaranteed. Special request forms that will be used to make requests
may be obtained from the student’s counselor or found on page 46 in this publication. Forms must be
completed and turned in to the counselor no later than June 30.
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REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION
I. CORE COURSES (*18.5)
English
Four units are required.
Social Studies
Four units are required.
Mathematics
Three units of Math are required.
● For the Advanced Regents diploma, students must pass the Common Core: Algebra, Geometry, and Algebra II
courses and exams.
Science
Three units of Science are required.
● Students must complete a minimum of 30 passing labs in order to be eligible to take a Regents science exam.
● For the Advanced Regents diploma, students must pass three science courses and two Regents science exams.
Health
One half unit is required. (SUNY Health meets the graduation requirement)
The Arts
One unit is required.
● Courses in Art, Music, or speciﬁc courses in Technology fulﬁll this requirement.
World Languages
One unit of a world language is required (which includes a minimum of two years of seat time through grade 9).
● For those wishing to earn the Advanced Regents Diploma, three units of World Languages (including passing the
locally developed comprehensive exam) is the primary option, other options include:
● a 5‐unit sequence in: Art, Business, Music, Technology, or vocational ed. (see chart on page 5**).
Physical Education
Two units are required. All students must take Physical Education each school year.

II. ELECTIVE CREDITS (*3.5 minimum)
* Students identified by the Committee on Special Education (CSE) may be exempt from the world language
requirement if their IEP states that the requirement is not appropriate. (If applicable students will need 4.5 elective credits)
All Students must complete the required 22 credits to earn a diploma (or appeal to earn a diploma)

III. REGENTS EXAMS
● ***Earning a Regents Diploma requires students to earn a minimum of a 65 on at least four regents exams ‐ Math,
English Language Arts, Science, Global History and/or US History and an additional pathway.
○ ***4+1 is a pathway to earn a Regents Diploma. Students must earn a minimum 65 on four regents exams ‐
Math, English Language Arts, Science, Social Studies plus an additional pathway to use the 4+1 option. See
chart below.
○ Students with disabilities can earn a Local diploma with a minimum score of 55 on at least four Regents
exams ‐ Math, English Language Arts, Science, Global History and/or US History plus an additional pathway.
There are additional safety nets in place for students with disabilities (Low pass, compensatory, and
Superintendent determination).
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○ Appeal for a Regents or Local Diploma occurs when a student sits for a Regents exam twice and earns
between a 60‐64 on the exam (1 successful appeal for Regents diploma, 2 for a Local diploma). The student
must: request this or be recommended for it, have shown academic assistance, be reviewed by an appeal
committee and have completed documentation. A student with disabilities can appeal to earn a local
diploma by appealing an exam score between 52‐54. (see chart below)
■English Language Learners can appeal a score of 55‐64 on the English Language Arts exam to earn a
local diploma

*LOTE* ‐ At this time the LOTE option is unavailable at Lockport High School. We are currently trying to find an
assessment opportunity for students to earn the 4 + 1 using LOTE.

IV. REGENTS/ADVANCED REGENTS DIPLOMA COMPARISON
Regents Diploma
Advanced Regents Diploma
Courses
Credits
Reg. Exams
Credits
English
4
1
4
Social Studies
4
2***
4
Mathematics
3
1
3
Science
3
1
3
World Languages
1
3
The Arts
1
1
Health
½
½
Physical Education
2
2
Electives/Sequence Req.
3½
1½
TOTAL REQUIRED
22
22
Additional diploma designations:
Regents with honors
Advanced Regents with honors
Mastery in Math and/or Science
CTE Endorsement (to include Business, Technology, or vocational education pathway)

Reg. Exams
1
2
3
2
1**
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EARNING COLLEGE CREDIT
There are several different ways in which a student can earn college credit at Lockport High School. Some involve taking
specified Advanced Placement (AP), Niagara County Community College Acceleration Program (SUNY), Niagara University
Senior Term Enrichment Project (NUSTEP), Syracuse University Project Advanced (SUPA), College Level Examination
Program (CLEP) courses or Howard University, an HBCU (historically black college and university) (HU). In addition, some of
the career and technical vocational courses are worth credit in some of the programs in the three community colleges in our
area (Niagara, Erie, and Genesee).
AP COURSES: Lockport offers several AP or Advanced Placement courses. These courses are developed by Lockport High
School teachers and approved by the College Board; upon conclusion of the course (typically in May), students take a
National AP Exam. In addition, there is a summer reading required in some of the AP courses. Each college or university
determines how AP scores will be awarded. In most cases a minimum score of 3 will be accepted. Exam policies vary by
college. AP courses offered at Lockport are in English, Foreign Language, Science, and Social Studies. Students may
challenge AP exams in any course area. Questions should be referred to specific subject teachers. *AP* The cost of an AP
course is approximately $100 per course. Financial Aid is available for those who qualify.
SUNY COURSES: Lockport offers several courses in cooperation with NCCC. The following course is 2 credit hours: Physical
Education. The following courses are 3 credit hours: Business Law, Business Management, Environmental Science, Financial
Accounting, French IV, French V, Health, Non‐Fiction Writing, Public Speaking, Spanish IV, and Spanish V. The following
course is 4 credit hours: Pre‐Calculus. The following courses are 3 credit hours per semester: Biology. The following course is
4 credit hours per semester: Physics. The following course is 5 credit hours per semester: Chemistry. *SUNY* The cost of
SUNY courses are approximately $75 per credit hour.
NUSTEP COURSES: Lockport offers some mathematics courses in cooperation with Niagara University. Students pay a lower
rate of tuition to take these courses and can be granted credit through Niagara University. If they wish to be credited for this
course work at another college, then that particular college makes the determination as to whether or not they will accept the
credits. NUSTEP courses offered at Lockport are in Introduction to Statistics 3 credit hours per semester, and Calculus I/II 4
credit hours per semester. *NU* The cost of NUSTEP courses are approximately $80 per credit
hour (plus a $25 registration fee). Financial Aid is available for those who qualify.
SUPA COURSES: Lockport offers two college courses in cooperation with Syracuse University. SUPA Latin 201 and SUPA
Forensics both are 4 credit hours. *SU* The cost of SUPA courses is approximately $115 per credit hour. Financial Aid is
available for those who qualify.
CLEP TESTS: These are subject tests administered through the College Board which, with a high enough score, can either
grant students credit for course work taken at Lockport or permit them to skip an introductory course at their college and
move on to the next level. Each college or university determines how CLEP scores will be awarded. Exam policies vary by
college. Currently, the CLEP tests offered at LHS are Sociology and Psychology. Each test is taken at Buffalo State College in
January and June. Opportunities to take the CLEP test will be advertised in both Sociology and Psychology classes. *CLEP*
The cost of a CLEP test is approximately $85 per test (plus a $25 registration fee). Financial Aid is available for those who
qualify.
HU COURSE: Lockport High School is introducing a new course through Howard University, an HBCU (historically black college
and university). This course will be a distance learning course taught by a Howard University professor and facilitated by
Lockport High School staff. Students have the opportunity to earn 3 college credits through Howard University upon successful
completion of the course. To pilot this program, the course is being funded through a grant. *HU*
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ACCELERATED and EARLY GRADUATION
Accelerated Graduation is defined as meeting graduation requirements from high school after three years of school.
Accelerated Graduation (Fast Track to Graduation):
9th Grade – 7.5 credits
10th Grade – 7.5 credits
11th Grade – 7.00 credits
Early Graduation is defined as meeting graduation requirements from high school after three and one‐half years of
school.
Graduation Requirements:
Applicants for accelerated and early graduation must have fulfilled all graduation requirements of both the State
Education Department and Lockport High School. (See the listing of these requirements on page 4)
Application Procedures:
1. Secure an application for accelerated/early graduation from your guidance counselor.
2. Secure written parental permission indicating both approval and understanding of early graduation
request.
Explanation of Responsibilities
Diplomas from Lockport High School are issued in January, June, and August. No graduation exercises are held in
January or August by the Lockport School District. Students desiring to participate in the June graduation ceremony are
responsible for making the following arrangements: ordering and paying for cap and gown and participating in
graduation rehearsal. Students graduating in January are welcome to participate in the June graduation exercises. All
students should be aware that only ONE copy of his/her diploma will be issued. Students requiring proof of graduation
may request copies of his/her Final Transcript.
Career & Technical Education Endorsements
Lockport High School is proud to offer three programs approved by the New York State Education Department, to all students at
LHS; two through the business department and one through the technology department. These programs offer students an
opportunity to explore the world of business and technology, while also giving them the opportunity to earn a Career & Technical
Education endorsement on his or her high school diploma. Approved CTE programs lead to an industry‐recognized credential and
offer an opportunity to apply academic concepts in real‐world situations; preparation for industry‐based assessments or
certifications, and the opportunity to earn college credit or advanced standing while still in high school. Students also participate in a
work‐based learning opportunity where students demonstrate mastery of skills essential in the workplace. Students who enroll in
and successfully complete one of the NYSED approved CTE programs, including an industry‐based technical assessment, may be
awarded a technical endorsement on their diploma.
Independent Study
● Independent study, for credit, will be available to meet the individual needs of students in grades 9
through 12. The Principal, after consultation with relevant faculty, shall award credit to the student
based on successful completion of the independent study and demonstrated mastery of the learning
outcomes of the subject.
● Students enrolled in the District, may earn a maximum of three (3) units of elec ve credit towards a
Regents diploma through independent study. The student’s participation in independent study shall be
approved by a school‐based panel consisting of, at a minimum, the Principal, a teacher in the subject
area for which independent credit is sought, and a guidance director or administrator.
● Credit for independent study may be awarded for elec ve courses only and shall not be awarded for
courses required for a Regents diploma as specified in Commissioner’s Regulations.
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COURSE WEIGHTING:
Course weighting impacts a student’s weighted average which is used to calculate class rank. Courses that end in a Regents
exam are weighted 1.02. Higher level courses (H, AP, SUNY, NUSTEP, SUPA, CLEP, HU) are weighted at 1.04. The weight is as
follows:

HONORS/AP/COLLEGE LEVEL – Courses weighted at 1.04
Business
Health
Science
SUNY College Accounting
SUNY Healthful Living
Earth Science H (Gr 8)
SUNY Business Law
Mathematics
Living Environment/Biology H
SUNY Business Management
Algebra I H (Gr 8)
Physical Setting Earth Science*
SUNY Applied Communications
Geometry H
Physical Setting Chemistry*
SUNY Marketing Management
Algebra II H
SUNY/AP Biology/Lab
English
NU Probability and Statistics I
SUNY Physics H/Lab
AP English Lang & Comp (11)
NU Probability and Statistics I (accel.)
SUNY Chemistry H/Lab
SUNY/AP English 12
SUNY Pre‐Calculus
SUNY Environmental Science
Honors English 9H
NU Calculus
SU Forensic Chemistry
Honors English 10H
Music
Social Studies
SUNY Non‐Fiction Writing
Advanced Jazz Band*
Global History & Geography 9H
SUNY Public Speaking
Concert Choir*
AP US Government & Politics
SUNY Applied Communications
Jazz Vocal Ensemble(Vocal Jazz)*
AP Macroeconomics
World Languages
Music Theory*
AP US History & Government
French I (Gr 8)
Concert Band II (Wind Ensemble)*
AP World History: Modern
SUNY French 4
Physical Education
HU Principals of Criminal Justice
SUNY/AP French 5
SUNY Physical Education
Psychology
Spanish I (Gr 8)
Sociology
SUNY Spanish 4
SUNY/AP Spanish 5
Latin I (Gr8)
Latin IV
SU Latin IV
* denotes that students must complete an additional project to secure Honors Credit which is weighted at 1.04.
All other courses not listed above that do not conclude in a Regents exam receive local credit and 1.0 weighting.

CREDIT RECOVERY OPPORTUNITIES
Students who are unable to successfully gain course credit from a class they have either not completed or failed, will have
the opportunity to use credit recovery options to regain lost credits. Credit recovery may be for a portion of the course or
the entire course. The individual plan will be developed with the student, counselor, teacher, and administrator to help each
student meet the required credits needed for a NYS diploma.

PROMOTION POLICY
In order to maintain the proper number of credits to ensure “on time” graduation, students should complete appropriate
course credits per the following guidelines:

CREDIT GUIDELINES
Grade 9 →10: 5.5 credits
Grade 10 →11: 11 credits
Grade 11 →12: 16.5 credits
GRADUATION = 22 credits

Course Credit
● Students may obtain course credit in a Regents course by earning a 65% final course average OR by passing the Regents
exam associated with a score of 85% or better.
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COURSE DESCRIPTIONS
ENGLISH
English 9H (1)
English 9 (1)
English 10H (1)
English 10 (1)
AP English Language and Composition H (1)
English 11R (1)

SUNY/AP ENGLISH 12H (1)
SUNY Non‐Fiction Writing (½)
SUNY Public Speaking (½)
SUNY Applied Communications (Business Communications) (½)
Mass Media/Communications (½)
Social Justice Literature (½)
Career Communications (½)

ENGLISH 9H

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 9
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
English 9H is an Honors course designed to prepare students to take the 3‐hour Common Core ELA Regents exam in their
junior year. This exam has been created with the expectation that students will be proficient in certain reading and writing
skills. Students will learn how to closely read fiction and non‐fiction texts. Students will construct arguments about the ideas
contained in the texts they read, and this will require students to use very specific text evidence to advance their arguments. A
research project is required in this course. As an Honors student, your child will study grammar, sentence structure, literary
techniques, and will be prepared to succeed in English 10 Honors and ultimately in Advanced Placement English courses in
grades 11 and 12. Students should expect to complete extensive reading and writing outside of class. Mandatory summer
reading assignments will be given. Students should be gifted and passionate readers and writers.

ENGLISH 9

1 credit
Grade 9
40 weeks
English 9 is a Regents based course designed to prepare students to take the 3‐hour Common Core ELA Regents exam in their
junior year. Through reading, writing, listening, and speaking, students will explore poetry, drama, novels, short stories, and
non‐fiction. Assessments and projects will incorporate real‐life experiences with English Language Arts.

ENGLISH 10H

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 10
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
English 10H includes a chronological survey of major American writers and will lead into English Literature through the study
of classical and contemporary texts from a variety of authors and genres. Improving proficiency in reading, writing, listening,
and speaking will be stressed. Students should expect to do extensive reading and writing outside of class. Summer reading
assignments will be given. Students will also begin to learn the necessary skills for the AP Language and Composition Exam.

ENGLISH 10

1 credit
Grade 10
40 weeks
English 10 is a Regents course designed to prepare students for the 3‐hour Common Core ELA Regents exam in Grade 11.
Students will be instructed in literary analysis skills of poetry, short stories, novels, drama, and a variety of non‐fiction.
Developmental skills in grammar, usage, and writing structure will coincide with the study of literature. Research paper skills
including procedures and format will be stressed. The course is designed to incorporate the Common Core standards in
reading, writing, speaking, and listening.

AP ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND COMPOSITION H

1 credit
Grade 11 (potential for 3 college credits)
40 weeks
This course engages students in sophisticated prose, poetry, and non‐fiction writing with a variety of rhetorical strategies.
Students learn to compose for purpose and audience, implementing the rhetorical strategies to enhance style and voice. Both
their writing and reading focus on the interactions between writers and the resources of language to create effectiveness in
writing. All students entering AP Language and Composition must complete a summer reading and writing program by the
time school begins. All students enrolled are required to take the May exam prepared by the AP College Board. *AP*
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English 11R

1 credit
Grade 11
40 weeks
The foundation of English 11 R is a survey of a variety of literature from the colonial period to the present. In addition,
students will also study Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Students will do intensive practice in the skills (reading, writing, speaking, and
listening) required by NYS standards for the 3‐hour Comprehensive Examination in English which is taken by all students
during their junior year.

ENGLISH 12 COURSES
A senior may complete the fourth year of his/her English requirement by taking: AP English Literature and Composition
‐OR‐
Two ½ credit English electives from the following: SUNY Non‐Fiction Writing, SUNY Public Speaking, SUNY Applied
Communications (Business Communications), Mass Media/Communication, Social Justice, Career Communication

SUNY/AP ENGLISH 12H
1 credit
Grade 12 (optional 6 college credits)
40 weeks
This course encourages students to read, write, and think at a college level. In the first half of the course, students are
encouraged to become skilled readers and writers of nonfiction prose. They will read a variety of nonfiction selections,
understanding the structure and purpose of various types of nonfiction modes: narrative, expository, and argumentative.
Students will learn proper research techniques and learn to craft effective well‐reasoned arguments that are supported by
evidence and cited properly. In the second half of the course, students will focus on reading and responding to short fiction,
drama, and poetry. Further, motivated students may decide to challenge the AP Literature and Composition Exam in May.
Preparation for that additional exam will begin in the fall and continue until the exam is taken. This course is also offered for
SUNY/AP credit (6 credits) through NCCC *SUNY**AP*
SUNY NON‐FICTION WRITING
½ credit
Grade 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
This course is designed to improve students’ overall writing skills. Using a process approach, students will hone skills in a
variety of non‐fiction modes including narrative, descriptive, expository, and persuasive. Readings will include selections from
memoirs, a college textbook, and many shorter creative non‐fiction selections. A minimum score of 77 on the ELA Regents
exam is required to earn NCCC credit. *SUNY*
SUNY PUBLIC SPEAKING
½ credit
Grade 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Public Speaking is a hands‐on, practical course designed for students who would like to acquire greater self‐confidence and
poise. In addition to writing, revising, and presenting approximately five different speeches over the course of the semester,
students will also engage in mock interviews and a variety of other activities intended to improve the organizational skills and
interpersonal skills needed for success in the world beyond high school. *SUNY*
SUNY APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS (Business Communications)
½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Prerequisite: A desire to prepare for college courses
Will your grammar, punctuation, vocabulary, spelling, and writing skills meet the college/university standards? Do you want to
raise your SAT and ACT scores and improve your ability to achieve a high grade on the English 11 State exam? Applied
Communications is a MUST for all college‐bound and career‐bound students. This course will introduce the study of written
and oral communication skills for business and your future profession. You will acquire the ability to effectively use the
following at the college/university level: Grammar, punctuation, vocabulary/spelling, proofreading skills, writing skills (letters,
reports, memos, e‐mail), employment strategies, oral presentations/communication skills, and research skills. This course may
be used as a ½ credit of senior English elective. This course is also offered for SUNY/AP credit (3 credits) through NCCC.
*SUNY*
MASS MEDIA/COMMUNICATIONS
½ credit
Grade 12
20 weeks
10

The primary focus of this course is to develop your media literacy. Media literacy is defined as the ability to access, analyze,
evaluate, create, and act using all forms of communication. Media literacy represents a necessary, inevitable, and realistic
response to the complex, ever‐changing digital environment. To become a successful student, responsible citizen, productive
worker, or competent and conscientious consumer, individuals need to develop expertise with the increasingly sophisticated
information and entertainment media that address us on a multi‐sensory level, affecting the way we think, feel, and behave.
Instead of analyzing poems, short stories, novels, and non‐fiction articles like you would in a traditional English class, Mass
Media expands the definition of literacy to include all forms of media such as viral videos, fake news and misinformation,
conspiracy theories, public service announcements, music, television, film, etc. The purpose of media literacy education is to
help you develop the habits of inquiry and skills of expression that they need to be critical thinkers, effective communicators
and active citizens in today’s world.

SOCIAL JUSTICE LITERATURE

½ credit
Grade 12
20 weeks
Social Justice in Literature is a one semester course that intertwines both works of non‐fiction and contemporary literature to
aid in the exploration of current issues of social justice in the United States and abroad. Students will analyze multiple literary
and multimodal sources and through inquiry based class discussion regarding essential questions, group activities, and project
based assessments, will show their understanding of sociological, political, racial, and economic issues.

CAREER COMMUNICATIONS

½ credit
Grade 12
20 weeks
This one semester English course is intended for the forward thinking senior student who is ready to learn and enhance the
skills needed to communicate effectively in his/her future career. Through high energy and interactive learning, students in
this course will be instructed on executive functioning skills (organization, time management, planning, etc.); soft skills
(interpersonal skills, teamwork, work ethic, etc.); writing and speaking skills as they apply to the world of work; and
presentation skills. This course will be project‐driven and require the creation of a final portfolio.
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SOCIAL STUDIES
Global History and Geography 9 (1)
Global History and Geography 9H (1)
Global History and Geography 10 R (1)
AP World History: Modern (1)
US History and Government R (1)
AP US History and Government (1)
AP US Government & Politics (1)
AP Macroeconomics (1)

Economics (½)
Participation in Government (½)
Black History (½)
Current Events (½)
HU Principals of Criminal Justice (½)
Psychology (½)
Sociology (½)

GLOBAL HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 9

1 credit
Grade 9
40 weeks
The Global History and Geography I course will examine how enduring issues (conflict, human rights, power, impact of
humans and the environment, etc.) exist throughout the historical development of world history. These principles will then be
applied to the study of world history beginning with the earliest forms of mankind and extending through the 1750’s. The
course will emphasize developments/skill sets both within and across regions of the world and assist in preparing students for
the NYS Common Core Global History and Geography Exam the following year in Global History and Geography II.

GLOBAL HISTORY AND GEOGRAPHY 9 H

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 9
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
The Global History and Geography 9 course will examine how enduring issues (conflict, human rights, power, impact of
humans and the environment, etc.) exist throughout the historical development of world history. These principles will then be
applied to the study of world history beginning with the earliest forms of mankind and extending through the 1750’s. The
course will emphasize developments/skill sets both within and across regions of the world and assist in preparing students for
the NYS Common Core Global History and Geography Exam the following year in Global History and Geography 10. Students
will be required to complete 8 independent assignments in addition to regular coursework comprising 20% of their grade to
earn honors credit. Interested students should have earned a minimum grade of 85 or higher in their 8th Grade Social
Studies. Students are strongly encouraged to also enroll in 9th Grade Honors English Language Arts.

GLOBAL HISTORY & GEOGRAPHY 10 R

1 credit
Grade 10
40 weeks
The second year of the Global History course will continue the examination of how geography, economics, political systems,
religion, and culture contribute to the historical development of nations and regions. These principles are applied to a study of
world history beginning with The Enlightenment time period in Europe, and moving all the way through the 19th, 20th, and
into the 21st century. The course will emphasize developments both within and across regions of the world, while focusing
upon enduring issues that transcend time and region. Extensive analysis of historical documents will be used to prepare
students for the stimulus‐based questioning style on the New York State Regents Examination in Global History and
Geography which all students will take in June.

AP WORLD HISTORY: MODERN

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 10 (potential for 3 college credits)
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
Advanced Placement World History: Modern is intended to challenge the learning expectations of the students who have a
special interest in the core content material and wish to accentuate their learning to a heightened level of sophistication by
taking university‐level academics. The course follows the College Board’s AP World History: Modern Curriculum beginning
circa 1200 C.E. and emphasizes both Non‐Western and Western Civilizations. European history only constitutes 20% of the
course and examination. The AP World History Modern Curriculum parallels the New York Standards in Global History and
Geography (after reaching 1750 C.E.) and the emphasis on primary source readings and interpretations meets the newly
established Common Core Requirements for Global History. The course includes a variety of readings, primary source
investigations, and an in‐depth analysis of historical documents. College credit can be earned by scoring an accepted score on
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the AP World History: Modern Examination which is offered in May of each academic year. It is required that each student
enrolled in AP World History Modern take the AP World History Modern Exam in May. Registration for AP World History
Modern will be conducted in October of each academic year. In addition, students will also be required to pass the New York
State Regents Exam in Global History and Geography, as a requirement for graduation from high school. This exam is offered
in June each academic year. Interested students must have successfully completed Global History & Geography 9 exhibiting
mastery level understanding and are highly suggested to be enrolled in 10th Grade Honors English Language Arts as there is a
cross curriculum component in the AP World History: Modern curriculum to best prepare students to efficiently produce
writing tasks in a plethora of diverse formats. *AP*

US HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT R

1 credit
Grade 11
40 weeks
This is a course in the history of the United States. The course will include a chronological survey of United States history in
general and emphasis will be on the United States as a developing and as a fully developed industrial nation. Constitutional
and legal issues will be explored in depth, as will be the problems of a dynamic and industrial society in an increasingly
complex and technology‐oriented world. Students will take the NYS Regents exam in June.

AP US HISTORY AND GOVERNMENT

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 11 (potential for 3 college credits)
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
The Advanced Placement course in US History is intended to fulfill the needs of the student who has a special interest in the
subject and wishes to take college level work. The course will include a variety of readings, in‐depth analysis of historical
documents, critical discussion of historical concepts, and rigorous writing assignments. Credit will be awarded upon successful
completion of the coursework and participation in the national AP exam; which is administered in May. College credit and/or
advanced placement into upper level courses may be granted contingent upon achievement on the AP exam and the policies
of individual colleges. All students enrolled in the course are required to take the May AP examination prepared by the College
Board. Students must also fulfill New York State graduation requirements by taking the Regents Examination in US History and
Government that is administered in June. Interested students must be approved for the AP course by their Global or AP
World History Instructor. It is recommended that students earn a minimum score of 85 on the New York State Regents
Examination in Global History. *AP*

AP US GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 12 (potential for 3 college credits)
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
AP United States Government and Politics is an intensive analytic study of government and politics in the United States, taught
over approximately 30 weeks. It is designed to prepare students for the AP Exam in conjunction with earning high school
credits toward Participation in Government and Economics in New York State. It focuses on the study of general concepts
used to interpret the government of the United States as well as analysis of specific examples throughout the last half century.
This course requires familiarity with various institutions, groups, beliefs, and ideas that constitute the U.S. government and
politics. Students will become acquainted with the variety of theoretical perspectives and explanations for a variety of
behaviors and outcomes. Topics to be covered in this course include: constitutional underpinnings of United States
government, political beliefs and behaviors, political parties, interest groups, mass media, the institutions of national
government (Congress, presidency, bureaucracy, and judiciary), public policy (economic, domestic, and foreign), civil rights,
and civil liberties. Students should have a strong background in United States history and have displayed a strong work ethic
before enrolling in this course. *AP*

AP MACROECONOMICS

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 12 (potential for 3 college credits)
Prerequisite: Counselor/Teacher Recommendation
The Advanced Placement Course in Macroeconomics is intended to fulfill the needs of the student who has a special interest
in both the U.S. and Global economy and wishes to take a college‐level course. It is designed to prepare students for the AP
Exam in conjunction with earning high school credits toward Economics and Participation in Government in New York State.
This course is a natural fit for students planning for a college major in business, finance, accounting, marketing, business
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administration and management or similar majors. Students that excel in Social Studies and Math tend to do well in this
course. Some topics to be covered in this course include: Money, banking, financial institutions, inflation, unemployment,
fiscal and monetary policy, GDP, imports, exports and foreign exchange markets. All students enrolled in the course are
encouraged to take the May AP examination prepared by the College Board. *AP*

ECONOMICS

½ credit
Grade 12
20 weeks
Economics follows a traditional format with the presentation of introductory concepts such as supply‐and‐demand analysis
and production possibilities. Basic economic systems‐market, mixed, and command‐are also described. Other topics covered
include personal finances and budgeting.

PARTICIPATION IN GOVERNMENT

½ credit
Grade 12
20 weeks
Participation in Government is a Social Studies course designed to encourage direct student involvement in the political
process. Students will discuss public policy issues, identify social problems and implement, if possible, social change. In
addition, students will be required to actively engage in civic activities. Required activities include attending a governmental
meeting, writing a letter to a governmental office holder, and performing 10 hours of community service with a recognized
service organization.

BLACK HISTORY

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
The Black History course is designed to increase familiarity with and appreciation of the role of African Americans in US
History. The course aims to foster a deeper understanding of how the experiences of African Americans throughout US history
have influenced the present condition of race relations in our country. Instruction will focus on how individuals and groups
responded to historical conditions in their effort to share more fully in the promises and opportunities of the American nation.

CURRENT EVENTS

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
Current Events offers a unique opportunity to delve into recent happenings in local, state, national, and world affairs which
are having an impact upon the lives of people living in America. The course will offer an analytical approach to looking at
events, while trying to explain the cause and effect relationship that events could potentially have on our world today.
Students who enroll should be prepared to follow what's going on in our world today by regularly watching television news
and reading local and national newspapers.

HU PRINCIPALS OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
In this semester‐long course, students will explore key concepts of the criminal justice system and critically think about issues
emerging in the 21st century media. This will be a distance learning course through Howard University, an HBCU (Historically
Black College or University) and facilitated by Lockport High School staff. Students enrolled in this course will earn 3 college
credits through Howard University. *HU*

PSYCHOLOGY

½ credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Psychology studies the behavior of people and other organisms. It attempts to help students in their pursuit of “Who am I?”
and “Where am I going?” It examines techniques to improve learning, to relax, and to develop greater self‐confidence. This
course challenges the student to grow as a person. In addition to receiving social studies credit, students will have the option
to earn three (3) undergraduate college credits offered through the College Board by taking a CLEP exam. *CLEP*

SOCIOLOGY
½ credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Sociology is a course which studies an individual’s relationship to society. Students will analyze their own roots and uncover
their own heritage. They will develop class norms and values. These discoveries will be used to examine the problems facing
today’s society. This course offers a relaxed atmosphere and much discussion of highly energized issues. In addition to
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receiving social studies credit, students will have the option to earn three (3) undergraduate college credits offered through
the College Board by taking a CLEP exam. *CLEP*
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MATHEMATICS
Algebra I R (1)
Algebra I (1)
Algebra I R (10) (1)
Geometry H (1)
Geometry R (1)
Algebra II H (1)
Algebra II R (1)

ALGEBRA I

Algebra II AI (½‐1)
SUNY Pre‐Calculus (1)
NU Probability and Statistics I (1)
NU Probability and Statistics I (ACCELERATED) (½)
NU Calculus (For College Credit & Lab) (1)
Math & Financial Applications (1)
Personal Finance (½)
1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 9
Prerequisite: This course has limited enrollment, and placement is determined by skill level
Students will strengthen the basic skills required to successfully complete the Common Core initiative. Numeric operations,
functions, and elementary algebraic concepts will be reinforced. Graphing techniques will be explored and supported by a
graphing calculator. All students will take a local final exam in June. Students successfully completing this course will take
Algebra I R the following year.

ALGEBRA I R

1 credit
Grade 9
40 weeks
This is a one year course for incoming freshmen. Algebra IR is the first high school course founded in the traditional pathway
through the common core initiative. This course focuses on the relationships between quantities and reasoning with
equations and their graphs, descriptive statistics, linear and exponential functions, polynomials and quadratic expressions,
equations and functions, and a synthesis of modeling with equations and functions. The overall purpose of the Common Core
Algebra IR course is to prepare students to be college and career ready, with all students taking the Common Core Algebra
exam in June.

ALGEBRA I R (10)

1 credit
Grade 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
This course is the second year of the Algebra I R Common Core stretch course. Students will continue their studies from the
previous year and all students will take the Common Core Algebra Exam in January. The 2nd semester will focus on Geometry
concepts.

GEOMETRY H

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 9, 10, 11
Prerequisite: Successful completion of NYS Algebra I R or teacher recommendation
This course is designed for students who have shown exceptional mathematical ability in Algebra R. It stresses the ability to
reason logically and to think critically, using spatial sense. This course is driven by the Common Core State Standards, with all
students taking the Common Core Geometry Exam in June. This course will explore more complex geometric situations than
Geometry R, and guide students to experience mathematics as a coherent, useful and logical subject that makes use of their
ability to exercise problem‐solving skills in authentic situations.

GEOMETRY R

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 10, 11
Prerequisite: Students who successfully completed Algebra I R
Students develop the formal topics of geometry including congruence, similarity, and phases of analytical geometry. The
topics of logic, trigonometry of the right triangle, coordinate geometry proofs, and Euclidean geometry proofs are stressed.
Additional topics will include conics, geometric constructions, triangular inequalities, transformations, circles, and similarity.
All students will take the Common Core Geometry exam in June. There is a once a cycle lab attached to this class.
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ALGEBRA II H

1 credit
40 weeks

Grade 10, 11
Prerequisite: Successful completion of the NYS Geometry course or teacher recommended
Algebra II is the third of the three Regents approved commencement level Common Core mathematics courses, with more
rigorous coursework than a regents course. The focus of this course will be on (1) polynomial, rational, and radical
relationships, (2) trigonometric functions, (3) exponential and logarithmic functions, and (4) inferences and conclusions from
data in the study of probability and statistics. All students will take the Common Core Algebra 2 exam in June and passing the
class and exam is one of the requirements for obtaining an Advanced Regents Diploma. This course is designed for students
who have demonstrated exceptional ability and motivation in mathematics and will meet the needs of students who
anticipate entering college majors requiring extensive mathematical background.

ALGEBRA II R

1 credit
Grade 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Successful completion of the NYS Geometry course or teacher recommendation after Algebra 1R
Algebra II is the third of the three Regents approved commencement level Common Core mathematics courses. The focus of
this course will be on (1) polynomial, rational, and radical relationships, (2) trigonometric functions, (3) exponential and
logarithmic functions, and (4) inferences and conclusions from data in the study of probability and statistics. All students will
take the Common Core Algebra 2 exam in June and passing the class and exam is one of the requirements for obtaining an
Advanced Regents Diploma.
½‐1 credit
ALGEBRA II AI
Grade 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This is a semester course designed as additional instruction in the Algebra II curriculum for students who were not successful
in passing the class or the Regents exam. A major focus will be placed on reviewing and reinforcing important concepts for
achieving success on the Algebra II Common Core Regents exam in January/June. Students enrolled are working towards
fulfilling their requirement for an Advanced Regents Diploma. The need to offer this course depends on the state offering
Regents Exams.

SUNY PRE‐CALCULUS

1 credit
40 weeks

Grades 11, 12 (optional 4 college credits)
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Algebra II
This course offers a more rigorous approach in the manipulation of algebra concepts, the study of functions, and an
introduction to calculus. Mastery is stressed in various topics such as advanced algebra: equations and inequalities;
matrices; functions: linear, quadratic, polynomial, absolute value, square root, logarithmic, exponential, trigonometric;
beginning topics in calculus: limits, derivatives; conic sections. *SUNY*

NU PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS I

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
A college level introductory statistics course that is enhanced by the use of the TI‐84 Graphing Calculator. The course focuses
on the essential topics that constitute the framework of statistical thinking. Data description through graphs and summary
statistics, probability, experimentation, and inferential statistics are the major themes in the course.
Collecting, organizing, and analyzing data through probability and various inference tests will be practiced, along with 3 to 4
class projects. This course is a challenging and rigorous study of Statistics and, if successful, a student may earn three (3)
Niagara University credits. *NU*

NU PROBABILITY AND STATISTICS I (ACCELERATED)

½ credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Prerequisite: Successful completion of NYS Algebra II. Students who do not have a minimum overall gpa of 80% are not
eligible to take the course for NUSTEP Credit.
A more intensive, faster paced college level introductory statistics course that is enhanced by the use of the TI‐84 Graphing
Calculator. The course focuses on the essential topics that constitute the framework of statistical thinking. Data description
through graphs and summary statistics, probability, experimentation, and inferential statistics are the major themes in the
course. Collecting, organizing, and analyzing data through probability and various inference tests will be practiced. This course
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is a challenging and rigorous study of Statistics and, if successful, a student may earn three (3) Niagara University credits.
*NU*

NU CALCULUS (For College Credit and Lab)

1 credit
Grade 12 (optional 8 college credits)
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Successful completion of SUNY Pre‐Calculus. Students who do not have a minimum overall gpa of 80% are not
eligible to take the course for NUSTEP Credit.
Calculus and analytic geometry comprise a very rigorous and complete study of the development and use of the derivative
and the integral. It combines an understanding of the theory as well as an application of this to many various types of
problems. Topics included are rates of change, optimization, areas, volumes, surface areas, work applications, and various
methods of finding derivatives and taking integrations. Only seniors who have passed Pre‐Calculus are eligible to enroll in this
course. This course is a challenging and rigorous study of Calculus and, if successful, a student may earn six (6) Niagara
University credits. *NU*

MATH AND FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS

1 credit
Grades 11, 12
40 weeks
Do you want to put your practical math skills to work? How about participating in fun, useful, relevant lessons that pertain to
the real business world. Do you want a way to use your critical‐thinking skills to analyze and make important financial
decisions? Then, this is the course for you! This course will also prepare you for the following careers:
bookkeeping/accounting clerk, administrative assistant, bank teller, accounts receivable/payable clerk, investment broker,
store manager, payroll clerk, price markup analyst, insurance broker, real estate agent, and many more! This course uses a
variety of mathematical functions to perform business and financial applications in a corporate business setting and will be
the focus for the first half of the year. Among the topics to be covered include: Business Sales and Property Taxes;
Cost/Selling Price Markup; Commissions; Payroll; Discounts; Simple & Compound Interest; Receivables and Payables;
Inventory and Turnover; and Financial Statement Interpretation. Math and Financial Applications can be used to fulfill the
third unit of Mathematics. There will also be an emphasis during the second half of the course relating to insurance and real
estate. Specifically, the economics and geography of real estate, property rights and ownership, and purchasing, marketing,
and financing real estate. For insurance, we will look at computing costs and rates for car insurance, computing life insurance
premiums, and analyze/calculate medical insurance contributions and reimbursements. We will also look at property
insurance and cash surrender values. *This class is required for the Finance (FIRE) Career Academy.

PERSONAL FINANCE

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
Are you financially literate? Do you know all there is to know about budgeting, investing, insurance, etc.? If not, Financial
Literacy is a MUST for all college and career‐bound students. This half‐year course teaches students what to know and how to
succeed in the “real world” after high school. Topics covered will include the following: Budgeting/Spending plans, banking
(checking, savings, CD’s, mutual funds), credit/credit scores, insurance, investing, money management/financial planning (IRA,
401(k), renting, mortgages, taxes), ethics/values, and financial documents.
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SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
Living Environment/Biology H and Lab (1)
Living Environment/Biology R and Lab (1)
Physical Setting/Earth Science R and Lab (1)
Physical Setting/Chemistry R and Lab (1)
SUNY Chemistry H (For College Credit) and Lab (1)
SUNY Physics H (Algebra/Trigonometry Based) and Lab R (1)
SUNY/AP Biology H (For College Credit) and Lab (1)

SU Forensics (1)
Environmental Science (1)
SUNY Environmental Science (College Credit) (1)
Anatomy and Physiology (½)
Forensics (½)
Viruses & Diseases (½)
Science Olympiad Team – No Credit

REGENTS DIPLOMA
O All Regents Diploma Candidates must pass one mandatory Regents exam in Science.
O All Advanced Regents Diploma candidates must pass two Regents exams in Science.
O All Regents Science courses have a mandatory laboratory requirement.
“Only those persons who have satisfactorily met the laboratory requirements as stated in the state syllabus for a science
shall be admitted to a Regents examination in science.”
Science Honors Credit (H)
o A student may earn Honors Credit in:
o Physical Setting: Earth Science R
o Living Environment: Biology R
o Physical Setting: Chemistry R
o By fulfilling these additional course outcomes:
○ A final Course Average of 85% or better in the subject. This is determined by the average of the four quarter averages.
○ Successful prepara on of the following independent project.
This MUST be completed concurrently with enrollment in the Science Course.
o An Experiment with a Report involving the student’s research.
The experiment is to be presented to a group of teachers, or to a science class. The report of the experiment should include an
outline of the experiment and scientific concepts that are involved. It should also include data collected and an explanation of
the expected outcome.
This MUST be completed concurrently with enrollment in the Science Course.

LIVING ENVIRONMENT/BIOLOGY H AND LAB

1 credit
Grade 9
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Earth Science in 8th grade OR completion of 8th grade science with a cumulative
average of 85% or higher
This program for Honors Biology is designed with NYSSLS (New York State Science Learning Standards) and NGSS (Next
Generation Science Standards) as a reference guide, and goes beyond the scope of the New York State core standards. This
course is designed to focus on student‐led discussion and project‐based learning to demonstrate mastery of the material.
Topics discussed within Honors Biology will include, but are not limited to, Biochemistry, Cell Biology, Human Body Systems,
Plant Biology, Genetics, Evolution, and Ecology. This course is strongly recommended for those showing an interest in
pursuing a career in the science field. Not only is this a precursor for AP Biology, but you will also learn the basics of writing a
lab report, collecting and analyzing data, and reading higher level research material to prepare you for the SAT/ACT. It is
expected that students accepted into this course will maintain an average of 80% or greater, to remain in the course.
Laboratory Requirement: The laboratory assessments will be more in depth than those found at the normal Regents level,
however the same laboratory requirement is in effect. 1200 minutes of laboratory activities need to be completed no later
than June 1st. If a student has a missing or has an incomplete laboratory assignment, it will need to be completed before the
end of the grading quarter, or a grade of Unsatisfactory will be received. The laboratory assessments will be more in depth
than those found at the normal Regents level. Students MUST take the Biology Regents Exam in June.
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LIVING ENVIRONMENT/BIOLOGY R AND LAB

1 credit
Grade 9
40 weeks
Students will be educated in the NYS Core Curriculum 7 Key Ideas. (This includes the Similarities and Differences between
Living Organisms, Reproduction and Development, Genetics, Human Physiology, Evolution, Ecology, and Human Ecology). A
laboratory requirement must be completed in addition to having a basic understanding of the scientific process. Thirty (30)
Labs are required to take the Living Environment Regents Exam.

PHYSICAL SETTING/EARTH SCIENCE R AND LAB

1 credit
Grade 10
40 weeks
This course requires students to think conceptually, develop mental models, and interpret data with charts, graphs and tables.
The student will learn about the earth’s changing environment while studying the areas of geology, meteorology and
astronomy. Credit is received by completing a minimum of 30 laboratory activities. A Regents Exam is taken in June.

PHYSICAL SETTING/CHEMISTRY R AND LAB

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Students should have taken, or should be currently taking Geometry. Students should have successfully
completed Algebra. Also, students should have successfully completed 2 Regents Science classes and the corresponding
exams
In Regents Chemistry, the student is introduced to atomic structure, bonding, and interactions of different substances on
both the conceptual and mathematical levels. Other topics of study include nuclear chemistry, organic chemistry, acid base
concepts, and the structure, significance, and history of the Periodic Table. The laboratory program enhances the concepts
taught in class as hands on experience. Thirty (30) labs are a state requirement to sit for the Regents Exam.

SUNY CHEMISTRY H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT AND LAB

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 10 college credits)
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Students must have successfully completed Regents Chemistry with a score of 80% or above, and have taken
or be enrolled in a Pre‐Calculus course of mathematics
This academically challenging course in Chemistry is for the highly motivated student who has a strong interest in Chemistry,
or desires an aid in future work in fields of science, technology, medicine or law. Prior success in Regents Chemistry and Math
are a must for this college level course. It is a full year course taught by semester (each semester is 5.0 SUNY credit hours)
through Niagara County Community College. All students enrolled in the course are required to take this course for college
credit. *SUNY*

SUNY PHYSICS H (ALGEBRA/TRIGONOMETRY BASED) AND LAB R

1 credit
40 weeks

Grades 10, 11, 12 (optional 8 college credits)
Prerequisite: Students should have, or be currently taking Algebra/Trigonometry
The primary focus of this course is a survey of the Physical Laws developed by Galileo, Newton, Faraday, and Einstein. Its goal
is to develop an understanding of the science concepts that we take for granted in the technology that we use every day. This
course will develop the necessary skills that include scientific reading and writing, using computers and measuring devices,
constructing graphs and diagrams using computer software, and applying concepts from mathematics to solve problems in
Physics. Topics studied in physics include: elementary particles, forces and motion, energy and momentum, electricity and
magnetism, and atomic theory. *SUNY* The following are options and/or requirements for the course:
● All students must sit for the Regents State Exam in Physical Se ng: Physics.
● Students may enroll in this course for APB1 College Physics credit, or SUNY credit through NCCC.
● Students may receive credit for both APB1 College Physics and SUNY credit if they so choose.
● All students will receive Regents credit upon successful comple on of the course.
● All students must complete the required lab component.

SUNY/AP BIOLOGY H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT AND LAB

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 8 college credits)
40 weeks
This is a college level course in Biology. It is a full year course taught in two semesters. Credit can be earned either by taking
the AP exam, or by obtaining credit through Niagara County Community College (8 college credits, 4 per semester). The course
is designed for the highly motivated student who has a strong interest in biology and is planning a career in the sciences. This
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course is especially helpful for majors of study in medicine, veterinary science, biochemistry, genetics, or any related biology
field. Topics include the nature of science, evolution, biochemistry, microbiology, cell biology, molecular biology, modern
genetics, and physiology. Prior, or concurrent, success in Regents Biology, Chemistry, and Math with 85% proficiency in each
course is a must. Students enrolled in the course must take the course for either AP or SUNY credit. *AP* *SUNY*

SU FORENSIC CHEMISTRY

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 4 college credits)
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Passed Regents Chemistry with a 70 average in both the course and exam; students who do not meet the
prerequisite are ineligible to receive SU credit
Forensic Science is focused upon the application of scientific methods and techniques to crime and law. Recent advances in
scientific methods and principles have had an enormous impact upon law enforcement and the entire criminal justice system.
This course is intended to provide an introduction to understanding the science behind crime detection, beginning with the
initial investigation at the crime scene and through the basics of prosecution and trial. Scientific methods specifically relevant
to crime detection and analysis will be presented with emphasis placed upon the techniques used in evaluating physical
evidence. Topics included are blood analysis, organic and inorganic evidence analysis, microscopic investigations, hair analysis,
DNA, drug chemistry and toxicology, fiber comparisons, and fingerprinting: among others. Laboratory exercises will include
techniques commonly employed in forensic investigations. Final grades will be assigned based upon classwork and laboratory
experiments; along with exams and comprehensive final examination. *SU*

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

1 credit
Grades 11, 12
40 weeks
This course is an interdisciplinary study of how the earth works, how we interact with the earth, and how we can deal with the
environmental problems we face. We will apply the most basic foundations of the natural and social sciences, as well as the
humanities to explore how humans interact with their living and non‐living environment. We will seek to understand
environmental issues such as; population growth, resource use, and pollution with a variety of in‐class activities and
assignments with a focus on current events. All tests are open‐notes. The course is designed to allow all students to succeed
with a very manageable workload.

SUNY ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Students must have successfully completed 2 Regents level science exams
SUNY Environmental Science is an introduction to the principles of ecology and human interaction with the environment. It is
a full year equivalent to the semester course BIO 136 – “Contemporary Environmental Issues” at NCCC and is offered through
their College Acceleration Program (CAP). The course integrates fundamentals of the natural and social sciences, as well as the
humanities as we examine the local and global effects of human interaction with the environment. Special attention will be
paid to complex issues such as; population growth, resource use, and pollution. This course will complement the transcript of
a student looking to pursue a college degree in any area. It is a non‐lab/issues‐based course that is run seminar style and
meets the SUNY General Education requirement for Natural Sciences at less than half the cost. *SUNY*

ANATOMY AND PHYSIOLOGY

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Prerequisite: Must have successfully completed Living Environment/Biology and Global History & Geography 9
This is a project based course, which focuses on the structure and function of the human body. Students with an interest in a
career in the biological/medical sciences, veterinary science, or sports science will find this course useful. Students will be
expected to complete a limited number of dissections throughout the semester as well.

FORENSICS
½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Forensic Science is the application of science to criminal and civil laws. It is a comprehensive subject incorporating all science
disciplines. In this 20 week course students will learn and apply techniques used by a forensic scientist when they are
conducting an investigation of a crime scene. Major topics include observational skills, collecting and preserving evidence, hair
and fiber analysis, fingerprinting, DNA and DNA fingerprinting, blood and blood spatter, and manner of death. This course
deals with mature content and scenarios and students are expected to conduct themselves in a mature and responsible
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manner at all times. This is a VERY hands‐on course and student attendance is essential to success. Successful completion of
one Regents level science course and one Regents science exam is required.

VIRUSES & DISEASES

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
Prerequisite: Must have successfully completed Living Environment/Biology and Global History & Geography 9
This course will take you through history, describing the most disturbing and event‐ changing diseases. Man has been in a fight
for his life for as long as he has existed. Pathogens have always had the upper hand simply because they can multiply faster,
therefore adapt faster and can survive in the most extreme environments.

SCIENCE OLYMPIAD TEAM
No credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
Sept – Mar
Science Olympiad employs cross‐cutting concepts in all of its standards‐aligned events, building 21st century skill sets essential
to today’s science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) workforce. There are 23 events each in Division B (middle
school) and Division C (high school), providing a platform for students to apply and display a wide variety of talents, from
design and prototyping, to technical writing, to chemistry lab skills. A team of 15 students pairs up to tackle the 23 events
which are generally spaced in six 50‐minute blocks across a Saturday, encouraging collaboration, teamwork, and cross‐
training.
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WORLD LANGUAGES
French High School Level I (1)
French High School Level II (1)
French High School Level III R (1)
SUNY French IV H (For College Credit) (1)
SUNY/AP French V (For College Credit) (1)
Latin High School Level I (1)
Latin High School Level II (1)
Latin High School Level III R (1)

Latin IV H (1)
SU Latin IV H (For College Credit) (1)
Spanish 1X (1)
Spanish High School Level I (1)
Spanish High School Level II (1)
Spanish High School Level III R (1)
SUNY Spanish IV H (For College Credit) (1)
SUNY/AP Spanish V H (For College Credit) (1)

*Students should maintain a good level of work and study in their progression of the language. In the first level of study (1
and Intro) students should maintain an 80 average. Successful mastery of the material is necessary to progress through the
levels of the language. This 80 average should be maintained through the next two levels as well. When moving from Level
1 to Level 2 and from Level 2 to Level 3, the 80% mastery level should apply. From Level 3 to Level 4, a student’s average
should increase to 85%. The level of proficiency goes to a higher degree at these upper levels. Also when moving from Level
4 to Level 5, this 85% average should be maintained. As a side note, if a student has an average in the 70’s range, some
consideration should be given for advancement. This consideration would be given by the teachers involved and based upon
the past work habits of the student. Students planning on attending a four‐year college or university should seriously
consider earning a minimum of 3 units of credit in one foreign language. Students may also study more than one language
at a time. One unit of credit in a world language is required to graduate.

FRENCH HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL II

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
French II builds on the knowledge learned in French I. There is a greater emphasis on vocabulary for oral/aural tasks as well as
for reading comprehension. Writing tasks will reflect more complex grammatical structures. Since this is the beginning year of
Checkpoint B, French II will begin to prepare the students for the Regents Comprehensive Exam given in French III.

FRENCH HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL III R

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
With the New York State Comprehensive Regents Exam given at the end of this course, French III focuses on intense
vocabulary acquisition and preparation for the exam. Students will fine tune their communication skills through reading,
writing, listening, and speaking activities. The New York State Comprehensive Regents Exam is given at the end of this course.
This course completes a foreign language sequence.

SUNY FRENCH IV H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
This is an advanced level course offered through the NCCC/CAP program. The course corresponds to NCCC’s French 204.
Active participation is required. Students will continue to achieve mastery of French grammar. Literature is introduced
through short stories. *SUNY*

SUNY AP FRENCH V H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT

1 credit
Grade 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
This is an advanced level course offered through the NCCC/CAP program. The course corresponds to NCCC’s French 204.
Active participation is required. Students will continue to achieve mastery of French grammar. Literature is introduced
through short stories. *SUNY*

LATIN HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL II

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Latin II continues with the Romans and their world. The student, after a review of Latin I, will continue to develop the ability to
read, write, and speak Latin. Emphasis will be placed on Latin roots and prefixes used in English to prepare students for
various achievement tests such as the SAT and ACT. English and Latin grammar are covered.
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LATIN HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL III R

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Latin III students study the Romans through history, poetry, comedy, graffiti, and mythology. The student will continue to
increase his/her ability to read, write, and speak Latin. English and Latin grammar are emphasized. Continued emphasis will be
placed on English roots and prefixes in preparation for the SAT’s and ACT’s. Successful completion of this course meets the
requirement for major sequence in foreign language for a New York State Regents Diploma. English and Latin grammar are
emphasized.

LATIN IV H

1 credit
Grades 11, 12
40 weeks
Through readings of classical Roman prose and poetry, the student will continue to increase his/her ability to read, write, and
speak Latin and understand the influence of the Romans on our world. The student will also continue to study mythology and
classical literature. Continued emphasis will be placed on Latin and some Greek roots and prefixes in preparation for the SAT
and ACT examinations. The use and influence of these roots in medical, scientific, legal, technical terms, and other languages
will also be explored.

SU LATIN IV H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 4 college credits)
40 weeks
This is an advanced level course. Four college credits may be earned through enrollment in the Syracuse University Project
Advance Program. The student will transition from adapted reading to un‐adapted text. Both classical and medieval Latin texts
will be studied. In addition to increasing skills in reading, morphology, and syntax, the student will learn about classical Roman
culture, mythology, and history. Assessment will be based on class participation and attendance, written assignments, quizzes
and in‐class examinations, and a final examination. *SU*

SPANISH 1X

1 credit
Grades 9
20 weeks
This course is the continuation of Spanish 8. Successful completion of this course meets the minimum foreign language
requirement for high school graduation. This course is designed for students not planning to complete a foreign language
sequence.

SPANISH HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL I

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Spanish I will teach students to understand, speak, read, and write simple Spanish. Successful completion of this course meets
the foreign language requirement for high school graduation. The culture of Spain and Spanish speaking countries will be
introduced.

SPANISH HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL II

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
This course builds on the elements introduced in Spanish I. There is an increased emphasis on oral/aural skills, contextual
vocabulary building as well as the introduction of more complex reading, writing, and grammar tasks. The culture of Spanish
speaking countries will be integrated into the course.

SPANISH HIGH SCHOOL LEVEL III R

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Communicative skills will be stressed in Spanish III. Increased opportunities are provided for original expression in speaking
and writing and increased opportunities for more advanced listening and reading. There will be an increased cultural
awareness of all Spanish countries. The New York State Comprehensive Regents Exam is given at the end of this course. This
course completes a foreign language sequence.

SUNY SPANISH IV H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
This is an advanced level course. Three college credits may be earned through enrollment in the NCCC CAP program.
Spanish IV is a course in which communicative skills and cultural awareness are stressed. Language fluency is achieved
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through emphasis on the skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. Literature is introduced through short stories.
Students will be expected to speak Spanish in class. *SUNY*

SUNY/AP SPANISH V H FOR COLLEGE CREDIT

1 credit
Grade 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
Spanish AP is an advanced level course in which language fluency will be pursued through emphasis of the communicative
skills of listening, speaking, reading, and writing. There will also be an advanced cultural awareness of all Spanish countries. It
is an Advanced Placement course. All students enrolled in the course are required to take the May AP Examination prepared
by the College Board OR are required to enroll in the NCCC program. *AP* *SUNY*
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PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Physical Education (½)
SUNY Physical Education(½)

Physical Education Leadership(½)

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
The Physical Education curriculum offered at the high school level will emphasize enjoyable and active participation in
physical activities with a direct focus on lifetime, team, and fitness activities. New York State graduation requirement is 2.0
credits of Physical Education. Students must take ½ credit for Physical Education each year while in high school.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION LEADERSHIP

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
The Physical Education Leadership class offered at the high school level will emphasize peer interactions between students
with disabilities and their general education peers. PE Leadership will offer a diverse range of non‐competitive activities
appropriate for all ages and disabilities. General education students will be paired with students with special needs, and will
work with them to enhance their individual, physical, mental, and social skills.

SUNY PHYSICAL EDUCATION

½ credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 2 college credits)
40 weeks
This is a college credit, advanced co‐ed physical education course. This course meets the ½ unit of high school credit
required of all students. This course is designed for the highly motivated P.E. student. Students will have the opportunity to
become certified in CPR, First Aid, and Lifeguarding. This course is offered in conjunction with Niagara County Community
College’s “College Accelerated Program” (CAP). Students will earn 2 college credits. *SUNY*
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HEALTH
Health Education (½)

SUNY Healthful Living (½)

HEALTH EDUCATION

½ credit
Grades: Preferably 10, 11
20 weeks
Health Education is a required 1⁄2 credit course at Lockport High School. It can be taken any me during grades ten through
twelve, but is recommended during sophomore year. The course is organized into six units: A Healthy Foundation,
Mental/Emotional Health, Healthy and Safe Relationships, Nutrition, and Managing Your Weight, Sexual Education, and
Vaping/Tobacco, Alcohol and Other Drugs. Class participation is important, as the unit assessments are performance‐based to
practice health skills. Students who earn a 90% or higher average from both quarters may choose to be exempt from the final
performance‐based assessment. The curriculum is continually being updated to support the New York State learning
standards (A.K.A. Guidance Document) and the Next Generation Standards.

SUNY HEALTHFUL LIVING

½ credit
Grades: Preferably 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Prerequisite: Must have working knowledge of living environment/biology for successful completion.
This course is a college level comprehensive overview of current health and wellness. Students who take this
course should expect to comprehend and complete assignments at a faster pace compared to the general health education
course. Papers and assignments for both quarters are given that include reading, comprehension, and composition skills on a
college level. A final exam is mandatory at the end of the semester. This course meets both the mandatory health education
requirement for high school graduation, and students could earn three (3) college credits through NCCC. Credits may be used
toward an Associate’s degree at NCCC and/or credit may be transferable to a four (4) year institution as an elective. This is a
required course for all PE/Health Education majors at NCCC and is transferable at both private and public four (4) year colleges
that have an articulation agreement with NCCC for PE/Health Education majors. *SUNY* Requirements: Offering to students
who have not previously taken health at Lockport High School. Students are expected to take this course for SUNY credit, and
need to earn a GPA of a C or higher in order to be applied toward a degree.

Child Abuse Identification & Reporting Workshop Opportunity(optional)
Child Abuse Identification & Reporting Workshop is a training course which meets the requirements for New York State
Education Department Certification. All applicants for Certification are required to complete coursework or training regarding
the identification and reporting of suspected child abuse and maltreatment in accordance with Sections 3003(4) AND 3004 of
the Education Law. Website for Certification Classes:
http://www.op.nysed.gov/training/caproviders.htm#western
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ART
Studio in Art: A Comprehensive Course (1)
Studio in Drawing and Painting (1)
Studio in Advertising Design (1)
Studio in Art (½)
Studio in Computer Art (½)
Advanced Studio in Computer Art I (½)

Studio in Ceramics (½)
Studio in Interior Design (½)
Studio in Photography (½)
Creative Crafts (½)
Independent Study (½)

Courses that can be used to meet the one unit arts credit graduation requirement in visual arts:
Studio in Art: A Comprehensive Course (1)
Studio in Art (½)
Studio in Computer Art (½)
Studio in Interior Design (½)
Studio in Photography (½)
Creative Crafts (½)
3 Unit Visual Arts Sequence
To receive Regents credit for a three‐unit sequence in visual arts, students must pass the following courses:
Studio in Art: A Comprehensive Course (1)
Studio in Drawing and Painting (1)
Studio in Advertising Design (1)
5 Unit Visual Arts Sequence Advanced Elective Courses
To receive Regents credit for a five‐unit sequence in visual arts, students must pass an additional two credits of study from the
following courses:
Studio in Ceramics (½)
Studio in Computer Art (½)
Advanced Studio in Computer Art I (½)
Studio in Photography (½)
Studio in Interior Design (½)
Creative Crafts (½)

STUDIO IN ART: A COMPREHENSIVE COURSE

1 credit
40 weeks

Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite for 3 or 5 Unit Sequence in the Visual Arts
The State Education Department recommends this course to meet the one credit graduation requirement in visual arts.
Course includes experiences in drawing, painting, two and three‐dimensional design, sculpture, and other art forms. The
course emphasizes observations, interpretation of the visual environment, visual communication, imagination and symbolism,
as well as an introduction to various visual arts techniques and media. Students are introduced to the fundamentals of artistic
expression. A study of historical and contemporary art and artists from a worldwide perspective, and instruction and practice
in the critique process and responding to art are included.

STUDIO IN DRAWING AND PAINTING

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Studio in Art: A Comprehensive Course
Students focus on the inter‐relationships that occur between drawing and painting. Attention is focused on two‐dimensional
work and uses one or more media. Students extend and refine knowledge in the creative process to visually communicate
personal intent. They are encouraged to develop their own artistic styles following and breaking from traditional conventions.
Through their art‐making, students focus on making meaning by investigating and reflecting on their perceptions, knowledge,
and experiences of life.

STUDIO IN ADVERTISING DESIGN

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Studio in Art: A Comprehensive Course
Emphasizes the application of the fundamental processes of artistic expression used in the field of advertising and commercial
art for the purpose of visual communication. The course offers practical experiences in generating advertisements,
commercial art, logos, executing layouts, illustration, displays, lettering, and works with a variety of media, techniques, and
processes.
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STUDIO IN ART

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Course includes experiences in drawing, painting, two and three‐dimensional design, sculpture, and other art forms. The
course emphasizes observations, interpretation of the visual environment, visual communication, imagination and symbolism,
as well as an introduction to various visual arts techniques and media. Students are introduced to the fundamentals of artistic
expression.

STUDIO IN COMPUTER ART

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Introduction to the creative and conceptual aspects of designing media arts experiences and products, including techniques,
genres and styles from various and combined mediums and forms, including moving image, sound, interactive, spatial and/or
interactive design.

ADVANCED STUDIO IN COMPUTER ART

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Prerequisite: Studio in Computer Arts
Survey of the creative and conceptual aspects of designing media arts experiences and products, including techniques, genres
and styles from various and combined mediums and forms, including moving image, sound, interactive, spatial and/or
interactive design.

STUDIO IN CERAMICS

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Students develop knowledge of ceramic techniques and processes with an emphasis on creative design and craftsmanship.
Experience may include clay modeling, hand building, coil building, and casting. Students develop a working knowledge of kiln
firing and glazing techniques.

STUDIO IN INTERIOR DESIGN

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Course content includes an understanding of aesthetic issues associated with interior design. Students study the art or process
of designing the interior of a room or building. Focus is on enhancing the interiors of a space to achieve a healthier and more
aesthetically pleasing environment. Students will analyze and apply a variety of media, techniques, and processes in their
interior design work. Students will study interior designs from historical, contemporary, and world cultures. Focus is on
becoming aware of how interior design can define, shape, inform, enhance, and empower lives.

STUDIO IN PHOTOGRAPHY

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This course highlights the development of photographic compositions through manipulation of basic processes of artistic
expression. Students learn to make meaningful visual statements with an emphasis on personal creative expression to
communicate ideas, feelings, or values. The history of photography, historic movements, image manipulation, critical analysis,
and creative special effects may also be included in this course.

CREATIVE CRAFTS

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Students are introduced to the fundamentals of three‐dimensional design through the creation of crafts in various materials.
Explores types of art and the materials and ways in which objects have been created for the practical and cultural needs of
people around the world. The course may also include exploration of current craft forms. The study and creation of crafts can
provide a basis for students in developing individual artistic style for creating original works of art.

INDEPENDENT STUDY

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
Prerequisite: Successful completion of Studio in Art and Drawing and Painting with instructor approval.
Independent Study focuses on a specific area of emphasis within Visual Arts. This course is facilitated with instructors as
mentors, and enables the student to independently explore work within a specific art medium, concept, or idea through in‐
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depth examination. Independent Study courses may serve as an opportunity for students to expand their expertise in a
specific medium and style, to explore a topic in greater detail, or to develop more advanced skills
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BUSINESS
Career & Financial Management (½)
SUNY Business Law (1)
Business Computer Applications (½)
Principles of Marketing/DECA (1)
SUNY Applied Communications (Business Communications) (½)
SUNY Marketing Management (1)
SUNY College Accounting (1)
SUNY Business Management (½)
Math & Financial Applications (1)
Career Exploration Internship (½)
CAREER ACADEMIES
Lockport High School now offers two accredited career academies: Business Management & Administration and Finance (FIRE
= Finance, Insurance, & Real Estate). Students enrolled in an approved school, district, or BOCES Career and Technical
education(CTE) program who successfully complete all requirements earn a technical endorsement to be affixed to the high
school diploma.
WHAT DOES IT TAKE?
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CAREER ACADEMY:
FINANCE (FIRE) ACADEMY:
Career & Financial Management (½)
Career & Financial Management (½)
Business Computer Applications (½)
SUNY Marketing Management (1)
SUNY Marketing Management (1)
SUNY College Accounting (1)
SUNY Business Law (1)
Math & Financial Applications (1)
SUNY Business Management (½)
Career Exploration Internship (½)**
Career Exploration Internship (½)**
Work Based Learning for both academies:
**54 hours of outside internship experience at a business associated with the student’s career interest.

CAREER & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

½ credit
Grades 9, 10
20 weeks
Do you know what you want to do after high school? What career is right for you? If you can’t answer these questions, then
this is the right class for you! CFM will be student‐centered – you get to choose the topics – and focus on the different careers
available to you in your interest areas. By researching your career now, you can save A LOT of time and money in college! By
the end of the semester, you will have created a career plan that will, hopefully, lead you in the right direction for your future!
This class will also cover basic financial areas of money and banking. This class is highly recommended for ALL 9th grade
students. *This class is required for both the Business Management & Administration Career Academy and the Finance
(FIRE) Career Academy.

BUSINESS COMPUTER APPLICATIONS

½ credit
Grades 9, 10
20 weeks
We know you know how to text, but do you really know how to touch type?! Are you an expert in Google Docs, Publisher, or
Excel! If not, this class is highly recommended for you! Touch‐typing skills will be taught throughout the semester along with
the Micro type program to increase your speed and accuracy when typing all of those projects and research papers, both in
high school and college. Computer Applications will develop the skills necessary to effectively utilize the Microsoft Suite
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Publisher) and Google (Docs, Sheets, Slides, Drive, etc.) Additional applications may be covered if
time allows. This class is highly recommended for ALL 9th grade students. *This class is required for the Business
Management & Administration Career Academy.

SUNY APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS (Business Communications)

½ credit
20 weeks

Grades 10, 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
Prerequisite: A desire to prepare for college courses
Will your grammar, punctuation, vocabulary, spelling, and writing skills meet the college/university standards? Do you want to
raise your SAT and ACT scores and improve your ability to achieve a high grade on the English 11 State exam? Applied
Communications is a MUST for all college‐bound and career‐bound students. This course will introduce the study of written
and oral communication skills for business and your future profession. You will acquire the ability to effectively use the
following at the college/university level: Grammar, punctuation, vocabulary/spelling, proofreading skills, writing skills (letters,
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reports, memos, e‐mail), employment strategies, oral presentations/communication skills, and research skills. This course may
be used as a ½ credit of senior English elective. This course is also offered for SUNY/CAP credit (3 credits) through NCCC.
*SUNY*

SUNY COLLEGE ACCOUNTING

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
An introspective course in Financial Accounting covering service, retail, and financial organizations. A survey course in
accounting for both service and manufacturing operations. A procedural approach is used to explain and establish how
accounting information is developed for management. The accounting cycle along with special financial topics will be
introduced, demonstrated, and practiced. This course may be used as the required third unit of Math towards graduation. This
course is also available for SUNY/CAP credit (3 credits) through NCCC. This course is a NECESSITY if you are planning to major
in business in college. *SUNY* *This class is required for the Finance (FIRE) Career Academy.

SUNY BUSINESS LAW

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
Do you plan to major in business or criminal justice? Do you see yourself in law enforcement? Do you want to learn all there is
to know about crimes, personal injury, contracts, etc.? If so, sign up for Business Law today! We will cover a wide variety of
topics that include: Ethics, crimes, torts (personal injury), trial procedure, courts, contracts, sales, and agency law. Students
will be able to develop an understanding of business law through a variety of activities that include but are not limited to: case
studies, debates, mock trials, presentations, guest speakers, current events, etc. This course is a NECESSITY if you are planning
to major in business in college. This course is also offered for SUNY/CAP credit (3 credits) through NCCC. *SUNY* *This class is
required for the Business Management & Administration Career Academy

PRINCIPLES OF MARKETING/DECA

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Are you ready for the real world or work? Do you have the business knowledge and soft skills necessary that employers are
desperately seeking? Most students do not. If you want to change that and be the leader of the pack, sign up for DECA today!
DECA prepares emerging leaders and entrepreneurs for careers in marketing, finance, hospitality, and management. By
participating in this course, you will become: Academically prepared for college, community oriented, professionally
responsible, and an experienced leader. You will also gain the soft skills that are extremely important in any job setting, which
include: Communication/Interpersonal/computer/research skills, adaptability, problem‐solving, work ethic, and emotional
intelligence (social awareness and self‐management skills). During this course you will be trained in a weekly Youth Leadership
ToastMasters Course in conjunction with our local AM TOASTMASTERS Club. *Students in this course will be asked to
become a national DECA member. This required membership fee of $25 (subject to change) will allow students to
participate in competitions at the regional, state, and national level, along with many other DECA activities throughout the
year. **REGIONAL COMPETITION IS REQUIRED (additional fees may be necessary).

SUNY MARKETING MANAGEMENT

1 credit
Grade 10, 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
40 weeks
Are you creative? Do you like project‐based learning? Do you have a strong interest in business, specifically in the areas of
SPORTS & ENTERTAINMENT, FASHION, HOSPITALITY & TOURISM, or ENTREPRENEURSHIP? If the answer is YES, Marketing
Management is the course for you. During each quarter of this one‐unit course, you will focus on ONE of the four mentioned
industries. You will closely look at how marketing affects those industries along with competition, consumer behavior,
marketing concepts, channels of distribution, personal selling, advertising and promotion, physical distribution, pricing,
inventory control, and product planning. Taking Marketing Management will allow you to analyze real‐world companies and
use your creativity to develop and present your own marketing campaigns and products/services. This class is a NECESSITY if
you are planning to major in business in college. It is also STRONGLY RECOMMENDED for a second or third year DECA
member. This course is also offered for SUNY/CAP credit (3 credits) through NCCC. *SUNY* *This class is required for both
the Business Management & Administration Career Academy and the Finance (FIRE) Career Academy.

SUNY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

½ credit
Grades 11, 12 (optional 3 college credits)
20 weeks
Attention all decisions‐makers, leaders, motivators, great communicators, and multi‐taskers! Business Management’s
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function is to analyze and understand human behavior in any type of organization. It is to oversee workers and make sure
businesses are on track to meet their financial goals. This course will give you the skills necessary to be an effective business
leader! Along with principles of effective management and the relationships between business and society, some of the
additional topics that will be included in this course are as follows: Alternative approaches to management, management
functions, productivity, quality control, decision making, competing in the global marketplace, different forms of business,
securities, and organizational control. This course is also available for SUNY/CAP credit (3 credits) through NCCC. This course is
IMPERATIVE if you are planning to major in business in college. *SUNY* *This class is required for the Business Management
& Administration Career Academy.

CAREER EXPLORATION INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
This course allows students to complete a non‐paid internship experience in a career of interest. Students will need to
complete a minimum of 54 hours in their internship experience and 27 hours of classroom instruction. This program gives
students a first‐hand opportunity to learn about a particular career. This opportunity allows students to gain insight into the
skills and education requirements of a career prior to college. Students planning to enroll in CEIP need to provide their own
transportation to and from their placements. Students will also have scheduled class meetings that fulfill the 27 hours of
classroom instruction. Students who choose to enroll in this elective course are expected to demonstrate a level of
responsibility and commitment appropriate for the workplace. Characteristics such as honesty, integrity, ethics, teamwork,
and a positive attitude are expected. **THIS IS A REQUIRED CAPSTONE COURSE ONLY OFFERED TO STUDENTS ENROLLED IN
THE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, FINANCE (FIRE), AND TECH CAREER ACADEMIES.

MATH AND FINANCIAL APPLICATIONS

1 credit
Grades 11, 12
40 weeks
Do you want to put your practical math skills to work? How about participating in fun, useful, relevant lessons that pertain to
the real business world. Do you want a way to use your critical‐thinking skills to analyze and make important financial
decisions? Then, this is the course for you! This course will also prepare you for the following careers:
bookkeeping/accounting clerk, administrative assistant, bank teller, accounts receivable/payable clerk, investment broker,
store manager, payroll clerk, price markup analyst, insurance broker, real estate agent, and many more! This course uses a
variety of mathematical functions to perform business and financial applications in a corporate business setting and will be
the focus for the first half of the year. Among the topics to be covered include: Business Sales and Property Taxes;
Cost/Selling Price Markup; Commissions; Payroll; Discounts; Simple & Compound Interest; Receivables and Payables;
Inventory and Turnover; and Financial Statement Interpretation. Math and Financial Applications can be used to fulfill the
third unit of Mathematics. There will also be an emphasis during the second half of the course relating to insurance and real
estate. Specifically, the economics and geography of real estate, property rights and ownership, and purchasing, marketing,
and financing real estate. For insurance, we will look at computing costs and rates for car insurance, computing life insurance
premiums, and analyze/calculate medical insurance contributions and reimbursements. We will also look at property
insurance and cash surrender values. *This class is required for the Finance (FIRE) Career Academy.
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MUSIC
Concert Band I (1)
Mixed Chorus (1)
Concert Band II (Wind Ensemble) (1)^
Advanced Mixed Chorus (Concert Choir) (1)^
Jazz Band (1)
Jazz Vocal Ensemble (Vocal Jazz) (1)^
Advanced Jazz Band (1)^
Music Theory I (1)
Electronic Piano (½)
Music In Our Lives (½)
^ = Audition
Honors credit Music
Students may earn Honors Credit by completing additional requirements in the following courses:
Advanced Jazz Ensemble
Concert Band II (Wind Ensemble)
Concert Choir
Jazz Vocal Ensemble (Vocal Jazz)
Music Theory
Requirements:
1. 95% (+) final class average
2. Research project as agreed upon by both teacher and student prior to the state of the project
3. Significant performance outside of class time (major recital, etc.)
4. Middle school or elementary project
5. Composition project for theory major
The scope and details of individual requirements to be mutually agreed upon before the start of the project.

CONCERT BAND I

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
The Lockport High School Concert Band provides an opportunity for students to acquire and develop fundamental skills in the
areas of music reading, instrumental technique, and tone production. This ensemble is open to all students with prior
instrumental training and a limited number of highly motivated beginners. The group studies and performs works from the
standard wind literature. A weekly lesson is a requirement of this course.

CONCERT BAND II (Wind Ensemble) ^

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
The Lockport High School Concert Band II (Wind Ensemble) is designed to provide study and performance opportunities for
students with advanced musical skills. The Concert Band II is intended to provide the opportunity for students to study and
perform the standard wind literature. This ensemble also performs a wide range of classical and contemporary music. A
weekly lesson is a requirement of this course. The Concert Band II presents several concerts throughout the year for school
and community functions. All students must go through an audition for admission into this ensemble.

JAZZ BAND

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
The Lockport High School Jazz Ensemble provides an opportunity for students to develop fundamental skills in jazz
performance. Students learn scales, ear training, jazz performance styles, jazz articulation, and phrasing. Students should have
a basic proficiency and reading skills on their instrument. All instruments are welcome. A weekly lesson is a requirement of
this course. Students enrolled in a jazz ensemble are expected to also be enrolled in a concert band as a co‐requisite.
Maximum enrollment is 35.

ADVANCED JAZZ BAND ^
1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
The Lockport High School Advanced Jazz Ensemble is designed to provide performance opportunities for students with
advanced performance skills. The Advanced Jazz Ensemble performs throughout the community and at several concerts each
year. This ensemble performs various styles from traditional jazz to contemporary music. A weekly lesson is a requirement of
this course. Students enrolled in a jazz ensemble are expected to also be enrolled in a concert band as a co‐requisite.
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Maximum enrollment is 20 students, based on a modern jazz ensemble set‐up. All students must go through an audition for
admission into this ensemble.

ELECTRONIC PIANO

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This course focuses on individual and group piano instruction, performance, music theory, and composition. This is a
performance‐based course, offering hands‐on experiences with music creation and piano performance, utilizing keyboards in
our lab. Students who take this course should be more serious in their desire to expand their musical horizons, from
academic/intelligence level to comprehension, creativity and application. Students will learn piano techniques, practice skills,
right‐hand/left‐hand/both‐hand playing, scales, chords, and songs. Elements of this course will include Music Fundamentals
(rhythm, notation, music, and reading), composition, singing, ear training (melodic and rhythmic dictation), improvisation,
listening skills, and most importantly, keyboard performance. Basic knowledge of musical notation and elements is
recommended. Grade 9 students should have achieved an 85% in the Grade 8 General Music course.

MIXED CHORUS

1 credit
Grade 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Membership is open to all students at LHS. This ensemble concentrates on the fundamentals of music literacy and
intermediate vocal skills. Previous participation in vocal ensembles is helpful but not a requirement. Standard and
contemporary choral literature is performed. (Limit: 100 students)

ADVANCED MIXED CHORUS (Concert Choir) ^

1 credit
Grade 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Previous choral experience and an audition are requirements for participation in this ensemble. Intermediate music literacy
and advanced vocal and choral techniques are the primary goals of the group. This ensemble performs several times
throughout the year for both school and community functions. Classical and contemporary choral literature is performed. A
weekly lesson is required. (Limit: 50 students)

JAZZ VOCAL ENSEMBLE (VOCAL JAZZ) ^

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
This group studies and performs pop, show, and jazz literature. This select ensemble has several performance opportunities
throughout the year. Previous choral experience, as well as a vocal audition/sight‐singing, are requirements for membership
in this ensemble. Enrollment limit is 16 ‐ 20 students.

MUSIC IN OUR LIVES
½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This general music course is designed to teach students a basic awareness of how to understand, appreciate, listen to and
create music. Students will learn how to identify, describe and apply several elements of music including tempo, melody,
dynamics and rhythm through a varied repertoire of music including but not limited to the genres of classical, musical theatre,
hip‐hop, pop and rock. This course uses the musical Hamilton, the study of hip‐hop and a special focus on The Beatles as
vessels in which to study the elements of music and music performances leading to an understanding of history, songs and
stories that are relevant to our own lives, the lives of others, the past and the future. Opportunities to create digital music and
transfer simple melodies to the keyboard will exist but is not the primary focus of the course. All students are required to take
an arts class in order to graduate. This is a good option for students who do not enroll in chorus, band or electronic piano.
MUSIC THEORY I

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Prerequisite: Prior music ensemble experience, LHS Music In Our Lives or LHS Electronic Piano Courses.
This course provides a comprehensive but accessible and practical set of tools for understanding music. The class will focus on
the fundamental materials and structures of music. Topics to be studied include: pitch, rhythm, scales, intervals, triads,
harmonic progressions, and part‐writing. Students will develop skills in dictation, composition, aural training, and basic piano
technique. This course is required for all music majors and any student intending to major in music. It is recommended for any
student serious in their desire to increase their musical knowledge. Students may elect to take the May AP exam. *AP*

PARTICIPATION IN AN ADVANCE OUT‐OF‐SCHOOL ACTIVITY FOR HIGH SCHOOL CREDIT
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Alternatives to specific Regents and Advanced Regents diploma requirements:
A student may obtain the unit of credit in performing arts required by participating only in exceptional situations in an
advanced out‐of‐school music activity. Credit for such participation shall be upon recommendation by the student’s art or
music teacher, shall be approved by the art or music department chairperson, by the school principal, and shall be consistent
with the goals and objectives of the school’s art or music programs. A student may receive a unit of credit for participation in
such activities if such participation is equivalent to a unit of study, or a student may receive one‐half unit of credit for such
activity equivalent to one‐half unit of study.
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TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION
Design & Drawing for Production (1)
Computer Aided Design (1)
Career & Financial Management(½)
Principles of Engineering STEM (1)
Principles of Engineering/Manufacturing (1)
Product Design & Engineering (Robotics Class) (1)
Media Production Technology (½)
Career Exploration Internship(½)
Foundations of Coding (½)
Robotics Team (Not a course) – No Credit

Website/Page Design (½)
Production Systems (½)
Communications Systems (½)
3D Design (½)
Construction Systems (½)
Energy Foundations (½)
Interactive Media (½)
Cyber Lions (½)
Cyber Security (½)
Tech Wars Team (Not Robotics team) – No Credit

ENGINEERING & TECHNOLOGY ACADEMY
“THE HARDEST FUN YOU WILL EVER HAVE”
Technology Pathway Courses:
Career & Financial Management(½)
Design & Drawing Production(DDP) (1)
Construction Systems(½)
Robotics Class ‐ Product Design/Engineering (1)
Production Systems(½)
Career Exploration Internship (½)
(GOAL: 4.0 total credits with WBL)
Principles of Engineering STEM
Work Based Learning:
Career Exploration Internship* ‐ *54 hours of outside internship experience at a business associated with the student’s career
interest.

DESIGN & DRAWING FOR PRODUCTION (DDP)

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Fulfills Art/Music requirements for ALL majors
Design and Drawing is an Introduction to CAD drawing course that can satisfy the one credit Art/Music requirement
established by the Regents Action Plan. *This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN (CAD)

1 credit
40 weeks

Grades 10, 11, 12
Prerequisite: Successful completion of DDP course
This full year course allows students to be creative and improve problem solving and working skills. Mathematics, Science, and
English skills will be enhanced with the use of AutoCAD and Inventor. Students will complete a variety of AutoCAD lessons and
perform 2D as well as Orthographic Sectional View Drawings. Next, students will move into Inventor where multiple 3D
drawings will be completed. The 3D Maker Machines and the Laser Engraver will be utilized throughout the course.

PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING STEM

1 credit
Grades 10, 11, 12 ONLY
40 weeks
This course is designed to provide a one‐year experience in various aspects of engineering for students who are planning on
pursuing a four‐year STEM based college degree. Students will model activities an engineer would perform on individual and
small group projects. Brainstorming, design, leadership, organization, and presentation will be the focus of each project.
Construction of the projects will be required, but will not be the main focus of the course. This course may be used for the
third Math or Science credit. *This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

PRINCIPLES OF ENGINEERING/MANUFACTURING

1 credit
Grades 11, 12 ONLY
40 weeks
This course is designed to introduce students to careers in Manufacturing. Students who plan on attending a two‐year
technical college in a STEM field would benefit from this hands‐on manufacturing based course. Students will construct
projects from a variety of manufacturing fields. Design, layout, construction, applied math (everyday use), career exploration,
and job preparedness will be discussed extensively. This course may be used for the third Math or Science credit.
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PRODUCT DESIGN & ENGINEERING (ROBOTICS CLASS)

1 credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
40 weeks
Designing, building, and competing with Robots!!! This is not your standard high school class! Students will design, construct,
test, and compete with robots that they build in class. Students will build radio‐controlled and Autonomously (pre‐
programmed) controlled Vex robots. *This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

MEDIA PRODUCTION TECHNOLOGY

½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
The Media Production course is for students who are interested in learning about video production and editing techniques.
This course is designed to give students a full immersive experience in media production. The topic of Media Literacy leads
into how professional video projects are created and distributed. Students will be using the Adobe Creative Cloud to create
video projects for many applications. In addition, this course will put students in the Control Room using state of the art Media
Production equipment. Students will be working in the Studio and Control Room to run the morning announcements and
create media to be shared.

3D Design

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
Making cool things in a modern, clean way. Students will use cutting edge technology to create products of their own design.
This course is a fun way to learn about how modern day manufacturing works. The purpose of 3D Design is to introduce
students to a fun and exciting world of multimedia production. Students will take media of varied formats and produce
finished products. Students will learn the fundamentals of 3D printing, CNC Routing and Laser Cutting/Engraving. These
projects will be completed in a clean and modern way.

WEBSITE/PAGE DESIGN
½ credit
Grades 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This web design course is for students who are interested in learning about web page design and working on the internet. The
course will provide students with a basic understanding of the technology behind web page design as an information medium,
and some of the ways in which it is created to achieve its desired effect on an audience. Students will use text editors and
commercial software (Dream Weaver) to create web pages that can be posted on our internal internet system.
CONSTRUCTION SYSTEMS

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
In construction class, students will study home design, building materials, construction techniques, and home finance, along
with repair processes typical to homes and apartments. Laboratory time will be split between new construction and real home
repair projects. All of this will be done using both models and actual building materials. Students must possess an appropriate
level of maturity due to safety concerns. Students will be required to complete assignments on Google Classroom as well as
project based learning in class. *This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

ENERGY FOUNDATIONS
½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
In this foundation course, students learn about energy, how it is produced, how it is used, and how it can be conserved. A
variety of problems and experiments will test the imagination and knowledge of each student. Projects will involve designing,
building, and testing different models. Students must possess an appropriate level of maturity due to safety concerns. SAFETY
and the use of hand tools, portable power tools and large stationary machines will be taught and tested repeatedly. Students
will be required to complete written assignments on google classroom as well as the project based learning in class. Skilled
trades, jobs and careers in manufacturing will be explored in class and on google Classroom as well.
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This course will focus on production and manufacturing of various projects. Students will design, layout, cut, shape and
assemble different types of projects. Students will be required to complete the sketches, parts list and order of
operations. SAFETY and the use of hand tools, portable power tools and large stationary machines will be taught and tested
repeatedly. Students will be required to complete written assignments on google classroom as well as the project based
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learning in class. Skilled trades, jobs and careers in manufacturing will be explored in class and on google Classroom as well.
*This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
The world communicates electronically. The systems and infrastructure around the world and our community will be studied
and modeled. Satellites to cell phones this project based learning experience will have students creating projects that display
understanding. Students will be creating basic circuits. Students will be using the Adobe Creative Cloud to create video
projects for many applications. In addition, this course will put students in the Control Room using state of the art Media
Production equipment. Students will be working in the Studio and Control Room to run the morning announcements and
create media to be shared.

CAREER & FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT

½ credit
Grades 9, 10
20 weeks
Do you know what you want to do after high school? What career is right for you? If you can’t answer these questions, then
this is the right class for you! CFM will be student‐centered – you get to choose the topics – and focus on the different careers
available to you in your interest areas. By researching your career now, you can save A LOT of time and money in college! By
the end of the semester, you will have created a career plan that will, hopefully, lead you in the right direction for your
future! This class will also cover basic financial areas of money and banking. This class is highly recommended for ALL 9th
grade students. *This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

CAREER EXPLORATION INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

½ credit
Grades 11, 12
20 weeks
This course allows students to complete a non‐paid internship experience in a career of interest. Students will need to
complete a minimum of 54 hours in their internship experience and 27 hours of classroom instruction. This program gives
students a first‐hand opportunity to learn about a particular career. This opportunity allows students to gain insight into the
skills and education requirements of a career prior to college. Students planning to enroll in CEIP need to provide their own
transportation to and from their placements. Students will also have scheduled class meetings that fulfill the 27 hours of
classroom instruction. Students who choose to enroll in this elective course are expected to demonstrate a level of
responsibility and commitment appropriate for the workplace. Characteristics such as honesty, integrity, ethics, teamwork,
and a positive attitude are expected. *This class is required for the Engineering Technology Career Academy.

FOUNDATIONS OF CODING

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This is Computer Science. This class is for students who want to “control the code”. If you already have the basic languages
mastered, learning other languages can be facilitated. In this course students will be writing and troubleshooting computer
code. Students will use block, HTML, CSS, JavaScript and beyond. Students will write code to control sprites and avatars on
screen in addition to control projects using Raspberry Pi kits. The upper level of code and different languages that can be
learned is only limited by the students' perseverance and time.

CYBER SECURITY

½ Credit
Grades 9,10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This course is designed to expose students to the world of cyber security. The project based learning will have students
modeling the strengths and weaknesses of digital communication today. Students will study and practice skills in cipher
creation, cryptography, securing passwords, clickjacking, catphishing, identity theft, ransomware and spyware. This course
will require some coding in Java and Python. Students will be required to complete work on Google Classroom as well project
based learning in class.

INTERACTIVE MEDIA

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20 weeks
This course is a continuation of the Media Productions course, focusing on the theory and practice of multimedia design and
development across multiple media platforms. The class format includes popular media research and analysis, hands‐on
practical experience with computers and multimedia production software, project‐based learning experiences, and weekly
discussions/critiques of the module topics and correlating assignments. The main objective of this course is to introduce
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students to the multiple functions of media, aligning their skills learned and knowledge gained with career‐based skills in the
field of media and beyond. Ultimately, these students will complete a variety of projects that will benefit the school
community through multiple media avenues.

CYBER LIONS

½ credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
20/40 weeks
The Cyber Lions is a ½ credit course for students interested in technology and that want to help Lockport High School and the
Lockport City School District with technology needs. Students with an interest in Graphic Design, Video Production, STEM
Activities, and much more should sign up for this course. These students all have different levels of experience and talents
within different areas of technology, which results in them choosing projects that they know they can complete effectively
and efficiently. At its core, Cyber Lions is a group of students that want to use their love of technology to help out anyone that
they can. Students who register for this course will be expected to complete jobs such as video projects, graphic design
projects, developing workshops, troubleshooting tech issues, and much more.

ROBOTICS TEAM (NOT the course)

No credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
Oct – May
F.I.R.S.T. Robotics “The Warlocks” Team 1507 – This is an after school club that competes nationwide at regional robotic
competitions. If you’re interested in designing, building, electronics, programming, public relations, or marketing, see any
Technology teacher in September. This team requires a monetary contribution from the members.

TECH WARS TEAM (NOT the ROBOTICS team)

No credit
Grades 9, 10, 11, 12
Oct – Jan
Tech Wars is a competition between WNY school districts that takes place at NCCC during the school day in early January.
Members of the team usually work on their projects during the school day. Individuals compete in a variety of categories that
include robots, CAD, video, bridge design, architecture, and many other tech related areas. If you are interested in joining the
team, see any Technology teacher.
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BOCES CAREER & TECHNICAL COURSES
BOCES CAREER & TECHNICAL COURSES

3 credit each year
Grades 11, 12
40 weeks
The Career and Technical Center is a part of the Board of Cooperative Education Services. Students spend a half day at the
high school and a half day at the Career and Technical Center in either Medina or Sanborn. These are two‐year courses. In this
program, students take concentrated work in the following career and technical fields:
Advanced Manufacturing and Engineering (M)
Allied Health (12th Grade ONLY)
Animal Sciences (M)
Animation & Video Production(S)
Auto Body Repair
Automotive Technology
Building Maintenance & Management(S)
Building Trades(M)
Certified Personal Trainer
Computer Technology
Conservation(S)
Cosmetology
Culinary Arts

Early Childhood Education
Electricity & Electronics
Emergency Medical Services (EMS)
Fashion Design & Interior Decorating
Graphic Communications
Health Occupations Technician (HOT)
Heating, Ventilation, Air Conditioning, & Refrigeration(S)
Heavy Equipment & Diesel Technology
Project Based Engineering(S)
Security & Law Enforcement
Web Development & Game Programming(S)
Welding

Students who attend BOCES can earn up to two additional academic credits in: Technical English, Technical Mathematics,
and/or Technical Science. A student enrolled in a Technical English, Math, or Science course can earn one credit per course
upon successful completion of a two‐year Career and Technical program (and a passing average in their respective technical
academic unit of study).

FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAM INFORMATION PLEASE GO TO: www.onboces.org/CTE.cfm
Seniors taking Allied Health can also choose to register and pay for 6 additional college credits for the following courses:
Course
Credits
College
Cost (Approx.)
Healthful Living
3
NCCC
$225.00
(Equivalent to SUNY Health)
SELECTION CRITERIA FOR BOCES STUDENTS
1. School grades: The student’s school record must indicate the ability to do work in the course chosen. Also, the students
must have passed the required subjects in grades 9 and 10 in order to be able to graduate on schedule.
2. School Attendance: The student’s attendance record is looked at very closely. Several career and technical courses require
licensing by the State. In order to qualify to take the state licensing exam, a student must have been in attendance the
necessary number of days.
3. School Behavior and Study Habits: Career and technical students have a great deal more freedom from supervision than
the average high school student. They must demonstrate that they are mature enough to cope with this freedom and not
abuse it.
The final decision as to which students are selected to attend the career and technical programs at BOCES is made by the
principal, assistant principals, and the guidance counselors. These decisions are, of course, made within the limits outlined by
the Lockport Board of Education and the Board of Cooperative Educational Services.
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LOCKPORT HIGH SCHOOL GUIDANCE DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL REQUEST FORM
To: Student/Parent
Counselors recognize that our 115 teachers have different teaching styles and that our more than 1400
students have different learning styles. In an attempt to match teaching styles with learning styles, students
and parents may make ONE SPECIAL REQUEST for a specific course.
PLEASE NOTE:
SPECIAL REQUESTS will be entered into the BOCES mainframe computer in West Seneca, along with 1600
students’ course requests (up to six courses, physical education, study halls, and lunch for each student).
Whether or not your SPECIAL REQUEST will be honored will depend on SEAT AVAILABILITY. In the
requested class. In some cases, the class section may be closed and the computer will be unable to honor your
request. THEREFORE, SPECIAL REQUESTS WILL BE ENTERED AND CONSIDERED, BUT NOT
NECESSARILY GUARANTEED.
________________________________________________________________________________________________

STUDENT NAME: __________________________________________________________________________________
STUDENT NUMBER: _______________________________________________________________________________
COURSE: _____________________________________TEACHER: ___________________________________________

THERE IS NO GUARANTEE THAT OUR MASTER SCHEDULE WILL PERMIT
THE BOCES COMPUTER TO HONOR YOUR REQUEST.
SIGNATURES:
PARENT________________________________________STUDENT__________________________________________

This form must be completed and turned into the counselor no later than June 30.
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2022-2023 COURSE SELECTION SHEET
Name_____________________________________________Counselor__________________________________Grade______________________
ENGLISH
_____1030 English 9 H
_____1031 English 9
_____1031* English 9
_____1040 English 10 H
_____1041 English 10
_____1041* English 10
_____1050 AP English Language &
Composition 11 H
_____1051 English 11 R
_____1051* English 11 R
_____1065 SUNY Public Speaking ½
_____1076 SUNY Non-Fiction Writing ½
_____1077 SUNY/AP English 12 H
_____1082 Career Communications ½
_____1082* Career Communications ½
_____1063 Mass Media/Communications ½
_____1063* Mass Media/Communications ½
_____1083 Social Justice ½
_____1083* Social Justice ½
_____1020 ESL (period 3)
_____1023 ELL Beginner (nc) (period 2)
_____1025 ESL Tutorial (nc) (period 4)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
_____5022 French High School Level II
_____5023 French High School Level III R
_____5024 SUNY French IV H for College
Credit
_____5025 SUNY/AP French V H for College
Credit
_____5031 Spanish School Level I
_____5030 Spanish 1X
_____5032 Spanish High School Level II
_____5036 Spanish 2X
_____5033 Spanish High School Level III R
_____5034 SUNY Spanish IV H for College
Credit
_____5035 SUNY/AP Spanish V H for College
Credit
_____5042 Latin High School Level II
_____5043 Latin High School Level III R
_____5044 SU Latin High School Level IV H
for College Credit
_____5045 Latin High School Level IV H

SOCIAL STUDIES
_____2028 Global History and Geo 9 H
_____2032 Global History and Geo 9
_____2032* Global History and Geo 9
_____2041 AP History (Modern) 10 H
_____2042 Global History and Geo 10 R
_____2042* Global History and Geo 10 R
_____2050 AP US History and Government H
_____2052 US History and Government R
_____2052* US History and Government R
_____2059 AP US Government & Politics
_____2061 AP Macroeconomics
_____2057 Participation in Government ½
_____2062 Economics ½
_____2070 Psychology ½
_____2072 Sociology ½
_____2078 Black History ½
_____2079 HU Princ. of Criminal Justice ½
_____8276 Current Events ½

SCIENCE
_____4035 Living Environment/Biology H
_____4010 Living Environment/Biology R
_____4010* Living Environment/Biology R
_____4012 Biology Lab
_____4020 Phys. Sett./Earth Science R
_____4020* Phys. Sett./Earth Science R
_____4022 Earth Science Lab
_____4041 Phys. Sett./Chemistry R
_____4046 Chemistry Lab
_____4063 Environmental Science
_____4065 Anatomy and Physiology ½
_____4068 Forensics ½
_____4069 Viruses and Diseases ½
_____4062 SUNY Environmental Science
_____4055 SU Forensics #
_____4052 SUNY/AP Biology H for College
Credit/Lab #
_____4050 SUNY College Physics H/Lab
_____4040 SUNY Chemistry H for College
Credit and Lab #

BUSINESS
_____8020 Career and Financial
Management ½ + ○
_____8030 Business Computer
Applications ½ +
_____8034 SUNY Applied Com. ½
_____8037 SUNY Business Law I +
_____8038 SUNYMarketingManagement + ○
_____8039 Principles of Marketing - DECA
_____8040 SUNY College Accounting ○
____8036 SUNY Business Management ½ +
____3400 Math and Financial
Applications ○
_____8041 Career Exploration
Internship ½ + ○

Business Management Academy +
F.I.R.E. Academy ○

HEALTH
_____7621 SUNY Healthful Living ½ #
_____7620 Health Education ½

LUNCH

_____3101 Algebra I (9)
_____3101* Algebra I (9)
_____3103 Algebra I R (9)
_____3103* Algebra 1 R (9)
_____3201 Algebra I R (10+)
_____3201* Algebra I R (10+)
_____3230 Geometry H
_____3233 Geometry R
_____3233* Geometry R
_____3375 NU Probability and Statistics
_____3236 Algebra II H
_____3237 Algebra II R
_____3371 NU Prob. &Stats. (accel) # ½
_____3310 SUNY Pre-Calculus #
_____3380 NU Calculus College Credit/
Lab#
____3381 Personal Finance ½
_____3411 Geometry Lab
_____8871 Math Lab

TECHNOLOGY
ART
_____6020 Studio in Art – Comprehensive I
_____6021 Studio in Drawing and Painting #
_____6022 Studio in Advertising Design #
_____6010 Studio in Art ½
_____6013 Studio in Interior Design ½
_____8265 Creative Crafts ½
_____6011 Studio in Computer Arts ½
_____6012 Studio in Photography ½
_____6024 Studio in Ceramics ½
_____6025 Adv Studio in Computer Art ½ #
_____ Independent Study

MUSIC
_____6220 Music in Our Lives ½
_____6221 Electronic Piano ½
_____6230 Concert Band
_____6231 Concert Band II (wind
ensemble) ^
_____6232 Jazz Band
_____6233 Advanced Jazz Band ^
_____6203 Mixed Chorus
_____6241 Jazz Vocal Ensemble ^
_____6242 Advanced Mixed Chorus ^
_____6223 Music Theory I

_____8020 Career and Financial
Management ½ +
_____8331 Design & Drawing for
Production +
_____8336 Foundations of Coding ½
_____8339 Cyber Security ½
_____8311 Communication Systems ½ +
_____8312 Production Systems ½
_____8315 Construction Systems ½
_____8316 Energy Foundations ½
_____8337 3D design ½
_____8326 Media Production
Technology ½
_____8332 Website/Page Design ½
_____8321 Product Design and
Engineering (robotics) +
_____8333 Computer Aided Design #
_____8324 Principles of Eng. STEM +
_____8327 Principles of Engineering/
Manufacturing
_____8338 Interactive Media ½
_____7325 Cyber Lions
_____8041 Career Exploration Internship½

Technology Academy +
RESOURCE

^ = audition
_____8710 1st Semester
_____8720 2nd Semester
_____8740 NO LUNCH

MATH

_____8113 Specially Designed Ins. 9
_____8117 Specially Designed Ins. 10
_____8118 Specially Designed Ins. 11AC/BD
_____8120 Specially Designed Ins. 11
_____8122 Specially Designed Ins. 12AC/BD

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

12:1:1

VOCATIONAL BOCES 11th (PM)

VOCATIONAL BOCES 12th (AM)

_____7030 PE Boys 9/10 ½
_____7031 PE Girls 9/10 ½
_____7032 PE Boys 11/12 ½
_____7033 PE Girls 11/12 ½
_____7041 Physical Education Leadership½
_____7040 SUNY Physical Education ½
_____7037 Specially Designed Phys Ed ½
_____7050 BOCES Physical Education
12 ½
_____7051 BOCES Physical Education
Boys 12 ½
_____7036 Adaptive Physical Education ½
_____ X Class____________________

_____7740 Functional English (gr. 9-12)
_____7750 Functional Math (gr. 9-12)
_____7745 Vocational Skills (gr. 9-12)
_____7783 Propel (gr. 9-12)
_____7784 Propel A/B C/D
_____7790 Health ½ Sem. 1
_____4031 Living Environment ½ Sem. 2

M S 9102 BOCES PM Attendance**
M _ 9145 Adv. Manufacturing & Engin. 1
M__ S 9143 Animal Science 1
____S 9163 Animation & Video Prod. 1
M S 9131 Auto Body 1
M S 9132 Automotive Tech 1
M _ 9133 Building Trades 1
____S 9152 Building Mt. & Mtg.
M S 9153 Certified Personal Trainer 1
M S 9136 Computer Tech 1
S 9137 Conservation 1
M S 9138 Cosmetology 1
M S 9140 Culinary Arts 1
M S 9146 Diesel Tech./Heavy Equip. 1
M S 9134 Early Childhood Education 1
M S 9139 Electricity/Electronics 1
_
S 9151 EMS 1
_
S 9150 Fashion Design & Interior
Decorating 1
M S 9141 Graphic Communications 1
M S 9142 Health Occ. Tech 1
____S 9130 Heating Vent. Air Cond.
(HVAC)1
____S 9135 Project Based Engineering 1
M S 9147 Security & Law Enforcement1
____S 9164 Web Development &
Game Programming 1
M S 9148 Welding 1

M S 9100 BOCES Attendance**
_____ 9300 Allied Health Attendance
_____ 9600 Allied Health
M
9245 Adv. Manufacturing & Engin. 2
M S 9243 Animal Science 2
____S 9363 Animation & Video Production 2
M S 9231 Auto Body 2
M S 9232 Automotive Tech 2
M _ 9233 Building Trades 2
____S 9252 Building Mt. & Mtg.
M S 9253 Certified Personal Trainer 2
M S 9236 Computer Tech 2
____S 9237 Conservation 2
M S 9238 Cosmetology 2
M S 9240 Culinary Arts 2
M S 9246 Diesel Tech./Heavy Equip. 2
M S 9234 Early Childhood Education 2
M S 9239 Electricity/Electronics 2
____S 9251 EMS 2
____S 9250 Fashion Design & Interior
Decorating 2
M S 9241 Graphic Communications 2
M S 9242 Health Occ. Tech 2
____S 9230 Heating Vent. Air Cond.
(HVAC)2
____S 9235 Project Based Engineering 2
M S 9247 Security & Law
Enforcement 2
____S 9365 Web Development &
Game Programming 2
M S 9248 Welding 2

COUNSELOR USE ONLY
_____9610 Late Arrive 1
_____9620 Late Arrive 2
_____9690 Release 9
_____9680 Release 8
_____9670 Release 7
_____9998 Aide-Guidance Office
_____9996 Aide-Health Office
_____9991 Aide-Library
_____9995 Aide-Attendance Office
_____9990 Aide-APO Office
_____9999 Early Grad (January)
_____9992 Accelerated Grad
(June)
_____5555 Gradpoint
_____5555L Gradpoint LOP
_____9400 Forum
_____9015 LHS Study Hall Bucket
_____9016 Foreign Exchange
_____7776 Twilight Program
____ 9500 Credit Recovery
_____4080 AIS
LHS WEST
_____8807 LHSW 1-5 BOCES 6-9
_____8808 BOCES 1-5 LOP 6-9
_____8801 LHSW 1-9
_____8802 LHSW 1-5
_____8803 LHSW 6-9
_____8804 LHSW 8:1:1
_____8846 LHSW P.E.

12:1:1 ELECTIVES
_____4014 Other Social Studies
_____8334 History of Technology

15:1
Grade 9
_____1031*** English 9
_____2032***Global History and Geo 9
_____3101***Algebra I
_____4010***Living Environment R

15:1 LITE
_____1031+++ English 9
_____2032+++Global History and Geo 9
_____3101+++Algebra I
_____4010+++Living Environment R

15:1 ELECTIVES
_____6220***Music in our Lives ½
_____7735***Vocational Skills
_____8115***Character Ed
_____8020***Career and Financial
Management ½
Grade 10
_____1041***English 10
_____2042***Global history and Geo 10 R
_____3201***Algebra I R
_____4020*** Phys. Sett. Earth Science R
_____7620***Health ½
_____7733***Vocational Skills
_____8265***Creative Crafts ½
Grade 11
_____1051***English 11 R
_____2052***US History and Government R
_____3400***Math and Financial
Applications
_____4063** Environmental Science
_____4068**Forensics
_____4065**Anatomy
Grade 12
_____1072***English 12
_____2057***Participation in Government ½
_____2062***Economics ½

M
M
M

S 9284 Technical Math
S 9285 Technical Science
S 9286 Technical Communications

_
_
M
M

S 9256 VIP Auto Service
S 9353 VIP Buildings & Grounds
S 9255 VIP Food Service
_ 9259 VIP Horticulture & Small Engine

____ BOCES REGISTRATION FORM
I acknowledge that I will not get a
scheduled lunch period if I attend
BOCES _________(initial)
*bagged lunch will be provided

M
M
M

S 9384 Technical Math
S 9385 Technical Science
S 9386 Technical Communications

____S 9356 VIP Auto Service
____S 9453 VIP Building & Grounds
M S 9355 VIP Food Service
M _ 9354 VIP Horticulture & Small Engine
_____ BOCES REGISTRATION FORM

* = CT
*** = 15:1
# = Prerequisite
~ = Tech Academy Program/Require
Interview

Revised 2-2-22

Grade 9 - 2022-2023 COURSE SELECTION SHEET
Name_____________________________________________Counselor__________________________________Grade__________HR____________
ENGLISH

ART

_____1030 English 9 H
_____1031 English 9
_____1031* English 9
_____1020 ESL (period 3)
_____1023 ELL Beginner (nc) (period 2)
_____1025 ESL Tutorial (nc) (period 4)

_____6020 Studio in Art – Comprehensive I
_____6010 Studio in Art ½
_____6011 Studio in Computer Arts ½
_____6013 Studio in Interior Design ½
_____8265 Creative Crafts ½

SOCIAL STUDIES
_____2028 Global History and Geo 9H
_____2032 Global History and Geo 9
_____2032* Global History and Geo 9

_____8113 Specially Designed Instruction 9

MUSIC
_____6230 Concert Band
_____6232 Jazz Band
_____6203 Mixed Chorus
_____6220 Music in Our Lives ½
_____6221 Electronic Piano ½

MATH
_____3101 Algebra I
_____3101* Algebra I
_____3103 Algebra I R
_____3103* Algebra I R
_____3230 Geometry H
_____3233 Geometry R
_____3411 Geometry Lab

BUSINESS
_____8020 Career and Financial Management ½
_____8030 Business Computer
Applications ½

TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCE
_____4035 Living Environment/Biology H
_____4010 Living Environment/Biology R
_____4010* Living Environment/Biology R
_____4012 Biology Lab

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
_____5022 French High School Level II
_____5030 Spanish 1X
_____5031 Spanish High School Level I
_____5032 Spanish High School Level II
_____5036 Spanish 2X
_____5042 Latin High School Level II

RESOURCE

_____8331 Design & Drawing for
Production
_____8321 Product Design & Engineering
_____8325 3D Design ½
_____8336 Foundations of Coding ½
_____8339 Cyber Security ½
_____8332 Web Design ½
_____8311 Communication Systems ½
_____8315 Construction Systems ½
_____8316 Energy Foundations ½

FUNCTIONAL ACADEMIC LIFE SKILLS
_____7740 Functional English
_____7750 Functional Math
_____7760 Functional Academic Life Skills
_____7745 Vocational Skills 12:1:1
_____7783 Propel 12:1:1
_____4031 Living Environment ½
_____7790 Health ½

15:1
Grade 9
_____1031*** English 9
_____2032***Global History and Geo 9
_____3101***Algebra I
_____4010***Living Environment R

15:1 LITE
_____1031+++ English 9
_____2032+++Global History and Geo 9
_____3101+++Algebra I
_____4010+++Living Environment R

15:1 ELECTIVES
_____6220***Music in our Lives ½
_____7735***Vocational Skills
_____8115***Character Ed
_____8020***Career and Financial
Management ½

LUNCH
PHYSICAL EDUCATION
_____7030 PE Boys 9, 10 ½
_____7031 PE Girls 9, 10 ½
_____7036 Adaptive PE
_____7037 Specially Designed PE ½

_____8710 1st Semester
_____8720 2nd Semester
_____8740 NO LUNCH

LHS WEST
_____8801 LOP 1-9

REVISED 1/25/22
* = CT
*** = 15:1

COLLEGE CREDIT/AP COURSE INFORMATION
**Most colleges will accept college credit with a score of 3 or better on the exam**
COLLEGE
COURSE
NAME

GRADE IN
SCHOOL

CREDIT EARNED

COMMITMENT

APPROXIMATE
PAYMENT DUE DATE

EXAM
DATE

NOTES

SUNY College Accounting

ACC 116

10 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SUNY Business Law

BUS 117

10 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SUNY Business Management

BUS 101

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SUNY Applied Communications

BUS 229

10 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year. Also reccognized as .5 English
credit at LHS

SUNY Marketing Management

BUS 113

10 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SUNY English 12

ENG 101 & ENG 102

12

6 @ NCCC

Optional

September

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

AP English 12

English Literature &
Composition

12

3 @ College Board

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

AP English Language &
Composition

English Language &
Composition

11

3 @ College Board

AP Exam Mandatory

April

May

Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify

SUNY Public Speaking

SPE 102

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September
February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

ENG 101

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September
February

January June

ELA exam = 77%+ for taking college credit. College GPA
determined by all student work throughout the year.

SUNY French IV

FRE 203

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

AP French V

AP French

11 ‐ 12

3 @ College Board

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SUNY French V

FRE 204

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SUNY Spanish IV

SPA 203

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Optional

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

AP Spanish V

AP Spanish Language

11 ‐ 12

3 @ College Board

Choice of AP or SUNY

September

May

Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify

SUNY Spanish V

SPA 204

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Choice of AP or SUNY

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

SU Latin IV H

SU Latin 201

11 ‐ 12

4 @ Syracuse
University

Optional

October

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

HED 201

10 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Mandatory

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

HIGH SCHOOL COURSE NAME
BUSINESS

ENGLISH

SUNY Non‐Fiction

Writing

WORLD LANGUAGES

HEALTH/PHYS ED
SUNY Health
Education

September

January

COLLEGE CREDIT/AP COURSE INFORMATION
**Most colleges will accept college credit with a score of 3 or better on the exam**
HIGH SCHOOL COURSE NAME

COLLEGE
COURSE
NAME

GRADE IN
SCHOOL

CREDIT EARNED

COMMITMENT

APPROXIMATE
PAYMENT DUE DATE

SUNY Physical Education

PED 135, PED 235

12

2 @ NCCC

Mandatory

September

SUNY Pre‐Calculus

MAT 116

11 ‐ 12

4 @ NCCC

Optional

February

NU Calculus

MAT 111
MAT 112

12

4 per semester @
NU

Optional

September

NU Probability & Statistics I

MAT 102

11 ‐ 12

3 per semester
@ NU

Optional

NU Probability & Statistics I
(Accelerated)

MAT 102

11 ‐ 12

3 per semester
@ NU

Optional

AP Biology

AP BIOLOGY

11 ‐ 12

3 @ College Board

Choice of AP or SUNY

SUNY Biology

BIO 109, BIO 109L
BIO 110, BIO 110L

11 ‐ 12

4 per semester @
NCCC

Choice of AP or SUNY

SUNY Environmental Science

BIO 136

11 ‐ 12

3 @ NCCC

Mandatory

SUNY Physics

PHY 131, PHY 131L PHY
132, PHY 132L

11 ‐ 12

4 @ NCCC

Mandatory ‐ Sem 1
Optional ‐ Sem 2

September

SUNY Chemistry

CHE 120, CHE 111L CHE
121, CHE 113L

11 ‐ 12

5 per semester @
NCCC

Mandatory ‐ Sem 1
Optional ‐ Sem 2

September

SU Forensic
Chemistry

CHEM 113

11 ‐ 12

4 @ Syracuse
University

Optional

AP World History: Modern

European History

10

3 @ College Board

AP US History &
Government

United States
History

11

AP US Government & Politics

AP US Government &
Politics

AP Macroeconomics

EXAM
DATE

NOTES
Additional fee to cover the cost of CPR certification,
Lifeguard, First Aid. College GPA determined by all
student work throughout the year.

MATH
June

Trigonometry exam = 70%+ for taking college credit.
College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year. Midterm/Final

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

September

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

September

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

May

Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

May

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

February

January June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

September

June

College GPA determined by all student work
throughout the year.

AP Exam Mandatory

April

May

Students must have previously taken World History 9H.
Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify.

3 @ College Board

AP Exam Mandatory

April

May

Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify

12

3 @ College Board

AP Exam Mandatory

April

May

Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify

AP Macroeconomics

12

3 @ College Board

AP Exam Mandatory

April

May

Fee waivers greatly reduce test fees for those that
qualify

CLEP Sociology

Introductory
Sociology

11 ‐ 12

3 @ College Board

Optional

September

February

January May

Exam taken off site. Fee waivers greatly reduce test
fees for those that qualify

CLEP Psychology

Introductory
Psychology

11 ‐ 12

3 @ College Board

Optional

September

February

January June

Exam taken off site. Fee waivers greatly reduce test
fees for those that qualify

HU Principals of Criminal Justice

Principals of Criminal
Justice

10‐12

3 @ HU

Mandatory

September

February

January
May/June

Distant learning course taught by HU professor; funding
avalible

SCIENCE
April
September

January

September

SOCIAL STUDIES

Lockport High School Career Fields, Clusters & Pathways
n Marketing
> Merchandising
> Marketing Management
> Marketing Communications
> Marketing Research
> Professional Sales
n Finance
> Banking Services
> Business Finance
> Securities and Investment
> Accounting
> Insurance

ELD

fa ng
ctu ine
rin erin
A
g, & g,
RE
Tech
ER
nology
FI

FI

ice
D
erv
EL

R

E

s

Health cience
S
Technology

nu
Ma

C

EE

R
Busine
ss, M F I E
& Adm an
LD
inis ag
tra e
tio

nS

EE

Employability • Ethics • Systems
Teamwork • Career Development
Problem Solving • Critical Thinking
Information Technology Application
Legal Responsibilities • Communication
Safety, Health and Environment
Social Studies • Math • Science
English • Personal Finance

LD

Academic and Technical Literacy

FIE

Foundation
Knowledge and Skills

CAREE
n Education and Training
> Administration and
Administrative Support
> Professional Support Services
> Teaching/Training

Ar
Inf ts
o

R

Huma

n Government and Public
Administration
> Revenue
and Taxation
> Foreign Service
> Governance
> National Security
> Planning
> Public Management
and Administration
> Regulation

n Human Services
> Consumer Services
> Counseling and
Mental Health Services
> Early Childhood
Development and Services
> Family and Community
Services
> Personal Care Services

CAR

n Law, Public Safety,
Corrections, and Security
> Correction Services
> Emergency and Fire
Management Services
> Law Enforcement
Services
> Legal Services
> Security and
Protective Services

nt,
me n

Agriculture, Food,
tural Resources
& Na

E
tions, &
RE
nica ms
A
mu Syste
C
om ion
, C mat
r

n Hospitality and Tourism
> Lodging
> Recreation, Amusements and Attractions
> Restaurants and Food/Beverage Services
> Travel and Tourism

n Information Technology
> Information Support and Services
> Network Systems
> Programming and Software Development
> Web and Digital Communications

CAREER FIELD

CAR

n Business, Management,
and Administration
> Administrative Support
> Operations Management
> Business Information Management
> Human Resources Management
> General Management

n Arts, Audio/Video Technology, and Communications
> Audio/Video Technology and Film
> Journalism and Broadcasting
> Performing Arts
> Printing Technology
> Telecommunications
> Visual Arts

n Agriculture, Food, and Natural Resources
> Animal Systems
> Agribusiness Systems
> Environmental Service Systems
> Food Products and Processing Systems
> Natural Resources Systems
> Plant Systems
> Power, Structural, and Technical Systems

R FIELD

n Health Science
> Biotechnology Research and Development
> Diagnostic Services
> Support Services
> Health Informatics
> Therapeutic Services

n Architecture and
Construction
> Construction
> Design/
Pre-construction
> Maintenance/
Operations

Legend:
n = Career Cluster
> = Career Pathway

Civil Service Exams: http://www.niagaracounty.com/Employment/Open-Competitive-Exams
Career and Volunteer Opportunities: https://www.lockportschools.org/jobs

n Transportation, Distribution, and Logistics
> Facility and Mobile Equipment Maintenance
> Health, Safety, and Environmental Management
> Logistics Planning and Management Services
> Sales and Services
> Transportation Operations
> Transportation Systems/Infrastructure
Planning, Management, and Regulation
> Warehousing and Distribution Center Operations

n Manufacturing
> Production
> Manufacturing
Production
Process Development
> Maintenance,
Installation, and Repair
> Quality Assurance
> Logistics and
Inventory Control
> Health, Safety,
and Environmental
Assurance

n Science,
Technology,
Engineering,
and Mathematics
> Engineering
and Technology
> Science and Mathematics

Lockport High School Courses within Career Fields, Clusters & Pathways
Courses at Lockport

Academic and Technical Literacy
Employability • Ethics • Systems
Teamwork • Career Development
Problem Solving • Critical Thinking
Information Technology Application
Legal Responsibilities • Communication
Safety, Health and Environment
Social Studies • Math • Science
English • Personal Finance

E

Health cience
S
Technology
CAREE

nu
Ma

R FIELD

Courses at Lockport

>
>
>
>

Music in our Lives
Music Theory
Electronic Piano
Concert Band/Wind Ensemble

> Jazz Band
> Chorus/Advanced
> Vocal Jazz

Courses at BOCES

ELD

Foundation
Knowledge and Skills

s

>
>
>
>
>
>

Ar
Inf ts
o

fa ng
ctu ine
rin erin
A
g, & g,
RE
Tech
ER
nology
FI

Agriculture, Food,
tural Resources
& Na

C

EE

R
Busine
ss, M F I E
& Adm an
LD
inis ag
tra e
tio

ice
D
erv
EL

FI

Cosmetology
EMS
Early Childhood Education
Security and Law Enforcement
Legal Studies
Allied Health
Health Occupations
Certified Personal Training

R

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

nS

Courses at BOCES

EE

SUNY Public Speaking
SUNY Non Fiction Writing
CLEP Psychology
CLEP Sociology
Black History
Current Events
Principles of Criminal Justice

Huma

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

nt,
me n

CAR

Courses at Lockport

CAREER FIELD

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

LD

Culinary
Auto Body Repair
Automotive Tech
Cosmetology

Conservation
Electricity/Electronics
Heavy Equipment/Diesel
Culinary

Studio in Art
Studio in Computer Arts
Studio in Interior Design
Studio in Drawing and Painting
Studio in Photography
Studio in Ceramics

FIE

>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

Mass Media
Media Productions
Digital Photography
Website Design

>
>
>
>
>
>

R

Courses at BOCES

Courses at BOCES

CAR

Career and Financial Management
Business Computer Applications
Financial Literacy
Applied Communications
SUNY Business Law
SUNY Marketing Management
Principles of Marketing/DECA
SUNY Accounting
SUNY Business Management

E
tions, &
RE
nica ms
A
mu Syste
C
om ion
, C mat
r

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Courses at Lockport

> Environmental Science
> SUNY Environmental Science

Courses at Lockport

Forensics (SU)
Viruses and Diseases
Anatomy
Courses at BOCES
SUNY Health
> Allied Health
SUNY PE
> Health Occupations
PE Leadership
> Certified Personal Trainer
> EMS

Animation
Fashion and Interior Design
Graphic Communications
Web Development
Game Programming

Courses at Lockport
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

DDP (Design & Drawing for Production)
CAD (Computer Aided Design)
Architectural Drawing
Principles of Engineering (Manufacturing & STEM)
Communication Systems
Production Systems
Transportation Systems
Product Design and Engineering (Robotics)
Cyber Security
Coding

Courses at BOCES
> HVAC

> Auto Body Repair
> Automotive Tech
> Building Trades
> Computer Tech

> Adv. Manufacturing/Engineering
> Welding

> Heavy Equipment/Diesel

